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Requirements and Recommendations

As used in the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) “National Field Manual for the Collection 
of Water-Quality Data” (NFM), the terms “required” and “recommended” have the USGS-
specific meanings described below:

• The terms “require,” “required,” and “requirements” in reference to USGS protocols 
indicate that USGS Water Mission Area (WMA) policy has been established on the 
basis of research or consensus of the technical staff, and has been reviewed by water-
quality specialists and other professionals having the appropriate expertise. Technical 
memorandums and other documents that define USGS WMA policy are cited in the 
NFM. USGS field personnel are instructed to use required equipment and procedures 
as described in the NFM. Departure from or modifications to stipulated requirements, 
if necessary for accomplishing specific data-quality requirements or study objectives, 
must be independently quality assured and documented (Office of Water Quality 
Technical Memorandum 2002.13—U.S. Geological Survey, 2002). 

• The terms “recommend,” “recommended,” and “recommendation” indicate that, on 
the basis of research or consensus, there are several acceptable alternatives to a given 
procedure or equipment selection in the NFM. Relevant technical memorandums and 
publications pertinent to such recommendations are cited in the NFM to the extent 
that such documents are available. Specific requirements, data-quality objectives, or 
other constraints of a project may affect the choice of recommended equipment or 
procedures. Selection from among the recommended alternatives should be based on 
referenced research and sound field judgment, and reasons for the selection must be 
documented. Departures from or modifications to the recommended procedures must 
be independently quality assured and documented (Office of Water Quality Technical 
Memorandum 2002.13—U.S. Geological Survey, 2002).

https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw02.13.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw02.13.html


Chapter A1. Preparations for Water Sampling

By U.S. Geological Survey

Abstract
The “National Field Manual for the Collection of Water-

Quality Data” (NFM) provides guidelines and procedures for 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) personnel who collect data 
used to assess the quality of the Nation’s surface-water and 
groundwater resources. This chapter, NFM A1, provides an 
overview of preparations for water sampling, which includes 
site reconnaissance, project work plans, quality-assurance 
plans, basic equipment and supplies needed for fieldwork, 
safety precautions, and planning for data management. It 
updates and supersedes USGS Techniques of Water-Resources 
Investigations, book 9, chapter A1, version 2.0, by F.D. Wilde.

Before 2017, the NFM chapters were released in the 
USGS Techniques of Water-Resources Investigations series. 
Effective in 2018, new and revised NFM chapters are being 
released in the USGS Techniques and Methods series; this 
series change does not affect the content and format of the 
NFM. More information is in the general introduction to 
the NFM (USGS Techniques and Methods, book 9, chapter 
A0) at https://doi.org/10.3133/tm9A0. The authoritative 
current versions of NFM chapters are available in the 
USGS Publications Warehouse at https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/. 
Comments, questions, and suggestions related to the NFM can 
be addressed to nfm-owq@usgs.gov. 

1.0 Introduction

The “National Field Manual for the Collection of Water-
Quality Data” (NFM) is the official and citable protocol for 
the collection of water-quality data by the Water Mission 
Area (WMA) of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The 
NFM provides guidelines and procedures for USGS person-
nel who collect data for water quality in surface water and 
groundwater, with detailed, comprehensive, and citable 
procedures. National USGS program and project person-
nel who collect water-quality data, as well as those in USGS 
Water Science Centers (WSCs), and including projects sup-
ported by the USGS Cooperative program, are mandated to 
use protocols provided in the NFM (USGS Office of Water-
Quality Technical Memorandum 2002.13—U.S. Geological 

Survey, 2002). Formal training, as provided in the USGS class 
“Field Water-Quality Methods for Groundwater and Surface 
Water,” and field apprenticeships supplement the information 
provided in the NFM and are needed to collect unbiased, 
high-quality data.

The USGS National Field Manual provides detailed, 
comprehensive, and citable procedures for monitoring the 
quality of surface water and groundwater. Formal training 
and field apprenticeships supplement the information 
provided in the NFM.

Chapter A1 of the NFM addresses the initial prepara-
tions for making water-quality measurements and collecting 
samples for water quality at surface-water and groundwater 
sites. All of the preparations fall within an individual project 
work plan that provides the project objectives and methods to 
guide the upcoming fieldwork and data processing. 

This chapter updates and supersedes USGS Tech-
niques of Water-Resources Investigations, book 9, chapter 
A1, version 2.0 (Wilde, 2005). It provides guidance for the 
following procedures—reconnaissance and selection of water-
quality-monitoring sites, the creation of station folders that 
contain supporting information on sites and data-collection 
activities, project work plans, quality-assurance plans, basic 
equipment and supplies needed for fieldwork, safety precau-
tions, accurate and efficient record keeping, and planning 
for data management. Thorough planning during the initial 
phases of a water-quality study will result in timely and reli-
able products.

Before 2017, the USGS NFM chapters were released 
in the USGS Techniques of Water-Resources Investigations 
series. Effective in 2018, new and revised NFM chapters 
are being released in the USGS Techniques and Methods 
series; this series change does not affect the content and 
format of the NFM. More information is in the general 
introduction to the NFM (USGS Techniques and Methods, 
book 9, chapter A0—U.S. Geological Survey, 2018a) at 
https://doi.org/10.3133/tm9A0. The authoritative current 
versions of NFM chapters are available in the USGS 
Publications Warehouse at https://pubs.er.usgs.gov. 
Comments, questions, and suggestions related to the NFM 
can be addressed to nfm-owq@usgs.gov. 

https://doi.org/10.3133/tm9A0
https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/
mailto:nfm-owq@usgs.gov
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw02.13.html
https://doi.org/10.3133/tm9A0
https://pubs.er.usgs.gov
mailto:nfm-owq@usgs.gov
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1.1 Roles and Responsibilities for Water-Quality 
Personnel

Fundamental to water-quality sampling is the fact that the 
analytical results can be no better than the sample on which 
the analysis was performed. Therefore, it is critical that each 
step in the process of collecting and processing water-quality 
samples is carried out by using approved USGS protocols 
while staying within the framework of project objectives. 
Protocols and project objectives must be documented to ensure 
accuracy and timeliness of the data. Each member of a USGS 
water-quality team plays an important role in both the process 
of collecting samples for analysis of water quality, and manag-
ing resulting data in the National Water Information System 
(NWIS). USGS field personnel have the ultimate responsibil-
ity for the high quality and objectivity of USGS water-quality 

data. Communication and collaboration among field, labora-
tory, and project personnel are essential to producing valid 
data from the sampling effort.

Chapter 502.2 of the USGS Manual on Fundamental 
Science Practices (U.S. Geological Survey, 2011) covers 
USGS policies for planning and conducting data collection 
and research. USGS personnel who conduct fieldwork 
for water resources should be familiar with this document 
as well as other WMA policies and protocols covered in 
the NFM. See table 1–1 for examples of groundwater site 
inventory activities.

Each member of a USGS water-quality team plays an 
important role in the process of collecting samples for 
analysis of water quality and managing resulting data 
in NWIS.

Before the site visit

Review considerations for well selection and installation (U.S. Geological Survey, 2006a; Lapham and others, 1997).
Review background information.
Obtain permission to gain access to the site and to collect samples from the well.
Update well files—record changes in ownership and land use.
Contact utility companies (gas, water, and electric) before digging or drilling.
Determine whether the pump may or may not be removed from the well by field personnel (removal is not recommended, as personal safety 

could be compromised). The owner’s permission is required to remove a pump—the USGS could be liable for damage to pump or well.
Obtain information needed about the site that could interfere with or interrupt sampling. For example:

• Hours of pump operation and scheduled downtime.

• Pumping rate or rates.

• Holding tanks or chemical treatments.

• Electrical service to the site.

• Scheduled maintenance for pumps or related equipment.

• Scheduled site maintenance, such as painting, construction, and defoliation.

• Seasonal water-level declines that make the well unusable.

• Times of denied access—for example, no access while the owner is out of town.

• Special site-access needs—for example, clearance with a site owner or site operator, keys to unlock access to the site, animals.

• Restrictions on the location.
Before and during the site visit

Record conditions that could compromise study objectives, including potential point or nonpoint sources of contamination. For example:
• Nearby wells that could affect well hydraulics.

• Condition of well, such as rusting or punctured casing or poor surface seal.

• Has the well been adequately developed? Could well-development artifacts compromise sample integrity?

• Land use and land cover.

• Application of salt on nearby roads during winter, or application or use of herbicides and pesticides.

• Landfills or other waste-management facilities.

• Industrial, commercial, and agricultural complexes and discharges.

Table 1–1. Example of groundwater site inventory activities.

[USGS, U.S. Geological Survey]

https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/502-2.html
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Table 1–1. Example of groundwater site inventory activities.—Continued

[USGS, U.S. Geological Survey]

During the site visit

Measure water level in each well. Record water-level measurements on the appropriate field form(s), and in the Groundwater Site Inventory 
(GWSI) and Quality of Water Data (QWDATA) databases.

Identify potential difficulties with the type of equipment and sample-collection methodology to be used. (Note that sampling plans will have 
to be modified accordingly.)

Update field folders.
• Note site conditions that could affect the quality of data collected from that well.

• Note changes in land use.
Verify well identification number and make sure that it is clearly and permanently labeled.

• Check that identification number corresponds with number in the field folder and on site and location maps.

• Correct any mistakes or uncertainty about well identification and well location.
Verify type of pump, well diameter, and use of holding tanks, pressure tanks, chemical treatments.

• Check whether oil is floating on the water column in a well equipped with an oil-lubricated pump.

• Make sure that the downhole treatment system is turned off before collecting water samples.

• Determine whether the intended sampling device is suitable for use.
Establish optimum pumping rates for purging and sample collection and decide where to route excess discharge.

• Adjust pumping rate to ensure adequate purging of the well without entrainment of atmospheric gases due to excessive drawdown.

• Route water away from the well to prevent (1) creating muddy and slippery conditions and (2) damage to or defacement of the property 
to which you were granted access.

Check that well structure is intact.
• Wells used for groundwater studies should be “sounded” annually to check whether depth to bottom corresponds with well-construction 

information or whether the well is filling with loose materials (Lapham and others, 1997). A decrease in depth to bottom could indicate 
that the well casing is collapsing, that there is a breach or corrosion of well screen or casing, or that the well is improperly designed to 
retain aquifer materials.

• Borehole caliper and downhole-camera video logs can identify a damaged or broken well casing. A downhole camera can identify a 
plugged screen or accumulation of sediment in the well.

• Aquifer tests, such as slug tests, can be used to check the hydraulic connection between the well and the aquifer.

• The surface seal of a U.S. Geological Survey monitoring well should be intact and the well should be capped. Concrete pad should be 
repaired if cracked or separated from outer casing. A tight-fitting well cap should have a small ventilation hole.

Check well access for sample-collection points.
• Sample-collection points need to be near the wellhead, ahead of where water enters pressure tanks, holding tanks, or treatment systems.

• At wells where an access point close to the well is not available, it might be possible to install a hose bib or tap at the wellhead. Be-
cause it usually is not possible to control the pumping rate of a supply well, the field person may need to set up a hose-and-valve system 
to control the rate at which water is sampled and to reduce the likelihood of backflow of water stored in plumbing lines.

Check well access for water-level measurements. The construction of some supply wells makes water-level measurements difficult or 
impossible.
• Although it is often possible to slip a weighted steel or electric well tape below the pump to obtain a water-level measurement, the 

pump can be damaged if the weight or tape becomes entangled in the pump. The weight should be attached so that it will snap off the 
tape under stress.

• Water levels can be estimated through the air line on some wells.

• Sometimes field personnel are permitted to remove the pump from the well to obtain a measurement. However, pump removal can be 
difficult and time consuming, is potentially unsafe, and could damage the pump or well.

• A note should be made in the well file if there is no access for a depth measurement.
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• Responsibilities of field personnel—

• Field personnel must maintain their professional and 
technical expertise in all water-quality-sampling and 
database techniques relevant to the needs of their 
individual data-quality objectives. 

• They ensure that USGS protocols are followed for 
all water-quality monitoring and related activities. 

• They adhere to project work plans, standard 
operating procedures (SOPs), and quality-assurance 
plans (QAPs).

• They communicate in a timely fashion with project 
managers and supervisors on the routine progress of 
all water-quality activities as well as abnormal situa-
tions or problems that may arise. 

• They document and obtain approval for any devia-
tions from USGS official protocols. 

• They network with personnel from other projects 
to optimize productivity of projects and quality of 
USGS products.

• Responsibilities of project managers—

• Project managers direct and manage project activi-
ties in the field and laboratory. These tasks include 
the management, analysis, and archiving of data.

• They ensure that monitoring and data analysis for 
water-quality activities meet the needs of the Federal 
Government, the USGS, the Water Science Center 
(WSC), cooperating State and local agencies, and 
the public. 

• They develop a written work plan for the project 
that includes or refers to standard USGS-approved 
protocols, a schedule for completing tasks and deliv-
erables, and a budget.

• They develop a project QAP, with guidance, as 
appropriate, from water-quality specialists and the 
USGS Office of Quality Assurance. The project QAP 
is referenced to the WSC QAP and USGS standards.

• They ensure that all aspects of the project SOPs 
and QAP are understood and followed by their 
project personnel. 

• They network with personnel from other projects to 
optimize productivity of projects and quality of all 
USGS products.

• Responsibilities of project supervisors—

• Project supervisors are informed about each 
project as soon as a proposal is written and are 
kept informed of progress during the timespan of 
each project.

• They review project proposals to ensure that they are 
appropriate to the USGS mission and that the project 
objectives are achievable within the resources of 
the project.

• They review project work plans, budgets, timelines, 
and deliverables and conduct regular project reviews 
to assure that projects are meeting their goals.

• They ensure that staff and resources are available to 
achieve project objectives in a timely manner.

2.0 Site Selection
Site selection occurs early in the process of project 

planning. Considerations for site selection include the appro-
priate quantity and locations of sampling sites, data-quality 
objectives, types of data and samples to be collected, site 
accessibility, safety, and project budget. The process of select-
ing sites for water-quality monitoring begins with assembling 
and reviewing all available relevant information for the study 
area and data collection.

• Site-selection process

• Review the project plan and understand the purpose 
for which the various types of data will be collected. 

• Compile a surface-water and (or) groundwater site 
inventory for the study area from the USGS National 
Water Information System (NWIS) SITEFILE, 
which is managed with the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI) subsystem software. In addition 
to the SITEFILE, the GWSI contains site-character-
istic information for groundwater sites, such as well 
construction and casing information. Using the site 
inventory, identify existing gage and well sites and, 
as appropriate, compile background information and 
available records for those sites.

• Review historical information in NWIS, the USGS 
Site Information Management System (SIMS), and 
other data sources. Note site location, description, 
and access.

• Review any previously collected physical, chemical, 
and biological data that may be stored in the Quality 
of Water Database (QWDATA), the discrete water-
quality subsystem of NWIS.

• Make field reconnaissance trips prior to selecting 
sampling sites to verify information in the NWIS 
and SIMS databases. Evaluate each potential 
location with respect to project needs. During recon-
naissance trips, verify gage and well locations and 
construction details.
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• Determine or confirm latitude and longitude 
at each potential location by using a global 
positioning system (GPS), maps, and (or) land-
survey techniques.

• Speak with staff who have knowledge of and famil-
iarity with the selected sites.

• Verify that the selected sites are representative of the 
system intended for study.

2.1 Site Access and Permission to Collect Data

USGS policy specifies that permission must be secured 
before entering public or private property to select sampling 
sites, install wells, or collect samples (USGS Water Resources 
Division Memorandum 90.34—U.S. Geological Survey, 
1990). Permission can be granted by a landowner or other 
responsible party. The USGS preferred business practice is to 
obtain permission in writing; however, oral permission may be 
used if it is documented by a USGS representative. 

• USGS guidance documents and forms for obtaining 
permission to access and work on property—

• Agreement forms for gaging-station and observa-
tion-well installations or transfers (see USGS Office 
of Ground Water (OGW) Technical Memorandum 
2003.03—U.S. Geological Survey, 2003)

• Groundwater Technical Procedures Document 
(GWPD) 15 (Cunningham and Schalk, 2011) 
provides guidance and access to the following forms:

• Permission to collect water samples (see USGS 
Water Resources Division Memorandum 90.34—
U.S. Geological Survey, 1990)

• Well drilling/sample agreement forms (see USGS 
Water Resources Division Memorandum 94.08—
U.S. Geological Survey, 1994)

• Well Transfer Agreement (Form 9–3106 in USGS 
Water Resources Division Memorandum 87.17—
U.S. Geological Survey, 1987)

• Format for letter requesting permission to 
enter private property (see USGS Manual, 
chapter 500.11, fig. 500.11.1—U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2008b)

• Documentation of oral permission to access 
private lands (see USGS Manual, chapter 500.11, 
fig. 500.11.2—U.S. Geological Survey, 2008b)

Field staff must acquire a knowledge of any applicable 
Tribal, State, and (or) local laws requiring notification before 
engaging in any digging, drilling, trenching, or other earth-
moving activities (“call before you dig”). Review special 
requirements for managing investigation-derived wastes 

(including purge water from wells), limitations on noise levels, 
and prohibitions against disturbing or removing sensitive 
or culturally important animals, plants, rocks, or artifacts. 
Document any site-access limitations such as keys needed, 
pets on property, scheduled maintenance times that might 
interfere with sampling such as pump downtime, construction, 
pesticide spraying, and so forth. In addition, restrictions set by 
the landowner, such as dates or times not allowed, locations 
where utility vehicles are not allowed, and so forth, must be 
documented and observed.

2.2 Selection of Surface-Water Sites for Water-
Quality Sampling

Field personnel must select the points or transects at 
which samples will be collected. In most bodies of flowing or 
still water, a single sampling site or point does not adequately 
represent the entire stream segment with respect to physical 
properties, chemical constituents, or biological communities. 
Location, distribution, and number of surface-water sampling 
points can affect the quality and applicability of the resulting 
data. Guidelines for selecting flowing-water and still-water 
sites are described in this section.

• When selecting surface-water-quality sampling 
sites—

• Evaluate each potential location for representative-
ness of the samples collected with respect to the 
larger aquatic system. For example, a river conflu-
ence above the site or a nearby weir may affect 
mixing at the cross section along which samples 
are collected.

• Consider physical, chemical, and biological charac-
teristics of the area, such as size and shape, land use, 
tributary and runoff characteristics, geology, storm 
drains, point and nonpoint sources of contamina-
tion, hydraulic conditions, climate, water depth, and 
fluvial sediment-transport characteristics.

• Note conditions that could affect sampling 
operations, such as the seasonal high or low stream-
flow or site-access peculiarities. Verify that sampling 
transects can be accessed during all typical and 
extreme flow and weather conditions.

• Evaluate potential sources of contamination at the 
site, on the basis of target analytes1 to be determined.

1"Target analyte" refers to any chemical or biological substance for which 
concentrations in a sample will be determined. Target analytes do not include 
field-measured properties such as temperature, specific electrical conductance 
(conductivity), dissolved-oxygen concentration, pH, Eh, alkalinity, color, or 
turbidity. In the “Concise Chemical and Technical Dictionary,” 4th edition 
(Bennett, 1986, p. 99), "analyte" is defined as a "substance being determined 
in an analysis."

https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/policy/wrdpolicy90.034.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/GW/gw03.03.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/policy/wrdpolicy90.034.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/policy/wrdpolicy94.008.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/policy/wrdpolicy87.017.html
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/500-11.html
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/500-11.html
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• Document potential sources of electrical power and 
phone-line communications. Contact local utility 
companies before starting any digging or drilling. 
Determine whether cellphone technology will be 
accessible at the site, or the location of the nearest 
access to a cellular signal or landline.

• Consider the study objectives, types of data needed, 
equipment needs, and sampling methods. 

2.2.1 Site Selection in Flowing Water
Flowing water can refer to streams (fast or slow, intermit-

tent, ephemeral, or perennial), springs, canals, ditches, and 
flumes of all sizes and shapes, or to any other surface feature 
in which water is moving in a consistent direction. Reservoirs 
and embayments also may have flowing water.

• Flowing-water sampling sites optimally are 
located— 

• At or near a streamgaging station, to obtain 
concurrent surface-water discharge data for com-
puting constituent-transport loads and to determine 
discharge/constituent-concentration relations. If a 
streamgaging station is not at or near the sampling 
site or if discharge cannot be rated or estimated with 
sufficient accuracy, then discharge must be measured 
at the time of sampling.

• In straight reaches having uniform flow and a stable 
bottom contour. Document shifting bars that may 
alter the stream flow regime over time.

• Where constituents are well mixed along the 
cross section. 

• Far enough above and below confluences of stream-
flow or point sources of contamination to avoid 
sampling at a cross section where flows are poorly 
mixed or not unidirectional. 

• At a stream reach where representative samples can 
be collected safely during all flow regimes.

• CAUTION: Any stream, including an ephemeral 
or intermittent stream, can rapidly become too 
deep or too swift to wade safely. Before entering 
the stream, confirm that it can be safely navigated.

• In stream reaches upstream from bridges or other 
structures, to avoid contamination from the structure 
or from a road surface. 

• In unidirectional flow that does not include eddies. 
(If eddies are present within the channel, make note 
of the condition, and sample only where the flow 
is unidirectional.) 

• At or near a location where other data are collected 
and (or) for which historical data are available.

After tentative selection of a sampling site, develop a 
preliminary profile of field measurements such as tempera-
ture, specific conductance, and turbidity at various locations 
along the cross section (NFM chapters A4 and A6). The 
preferred sampling method and number of vertical profiles to 
be sampled within the stream cross section depend on stream 
homogeneity as indicated by the field-measurement profile 
and stream discharge, as well as study objectives. Note that 
the field-measurement profile is a useful guideline, but might 
not be representative of chemical homogeneity for the analytes 
of interest; therefore, this assumption should be tested during 
the early phases of data collection. Moving to a sampling site 
upstream or downstream may be necessary to adjust for sea-
sonal variation or extreme flow conditions.

Sampling at ephemeral stream sites may need additional 
planning and examination to account for changing conditions 
during the study. Optimal conditions may not always be met 
as a result of safety and access considerations, but the effects 
of local conditions on the data must be considered before 
sampling begins. Detailed observations and measurements of 
sources of variability over a stream reach are needed to ensure 
that water-quality samples will be representative of the entire 
system. At all streams, be observant of the potential for rapidly 
changing conditions, such as flash flooding or runoff from 
urban storm drains.

Optimal conditions may not always be met as a result of 
safety and access considerations, but the effects of local 
conditions on the data must be considered before sampling 
begins. Detailed observations and measurements of sources 
of variability over a stream reach are needed to ensure 
that water-quality samples will be representative of the 
entire system.

2.2.2 Site Selection in Still Water
Still-water sites refer to sites such as lakes, reservoirs, 

ponds, swamps, marshes, riverine backwaters, or any other 
body of surface water where water is not flowing.

• Considerations for selecting still-water sampling 
sites—

• Use in situ field measurements to determine the 
vertical and lateral distribution of water quality. 
Because water is not moving, these systems com-
monly become stratified and water quality can vary 
greatly among the stratified sectors.

• Selection of sampling points will depend on the 
goals of the project. Because stratified layers shift 
over time, ensure that appropriate sampling points 
are maintained and verified over the duration of 
the project.
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• Avoid areas near structures such as harbors, boat 
ramps, piers, fuel docks, and moored houseboats (to 
avoid point sources of contamination), unless these 
structures are targeted for the study. 

• Select sites with a record of historical data, 
if possible.

2.2.3 Site Selection in Tidal Waters
Tidally affected waters present a unique challenge 

to water-quality data collection, as a result of semidiurnal 
changes in stream velocity and direction. Flow may be uni-
directional in either direction or still, but will vary over time. 
Tidally influenced changes in stream velocity and direction 
cause difficulty in determining the directional flux of contami-
nants through the river cross section. Furthermore, the water 
column at tidal stations may be stratified if freshwater is flow-
ing into and over denser saltwater. The location of the density 
gradient will move over the tidal cycle. Preferred sampling 
locations for measuring contaminant loads and fluxes in 
streams typically are above the influence of tide to avoid this 
extra source of variability.

• Considerations for selecting sampling sites that are 
influenced by tide include—

• If stream discharge is required at a tidal site, then 
flow velocity should be determined with a continu-
ous acoustic velocity meter and stage measurements 
to capture semidiurnal variability. Discharge at 
tidally affected stations cannot be computed from a 
traditional stage-discharge relation, and estimates 
of fluxes of contaminants are more complex than 
those for unidirectional flow. Office of Surface Water 
Technical Memorandum 2010.08 (U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2010b) provides guidance for collecting 
and processing discharge and stage data in tidally 
influenced locations.

• Sampling locations must be evaluated for variability 
in vertical stratification as well as along the stream 
transect. Storm surge and tidal fluctuations will shift 
the location of the stratified interface, both vertically 
and in the upstream/downstream directions.

• If permanent equipment such as a water-quality 
monitor or autosampler is to be deployed at the 
station, the full range of tidal ebb and flow must 
be determined to locate the appropriate depth 
of deployment.

2.3 Selecting Groundwater Sites

Groundwater is typically sampled either from various 
types of existing wells or from new wells that are installed 
specifically for a study.

• Three basic types of wells are used to sample 
groundwater for analysis of water quality—

• Supply wells are installed primarily for supply of 
water for public, irrigation, domestic, commercial, or 
industrial water use and are typically equipped with 
a dedicated high-capacity pump. 

• Observation wells are wells or piezometers that 
are installed (typically without a dedicated pump) 
for the purpose of collecting hydrologic data. The 
term has generally been applied to wells installed to 
observe and determine hydrologic characteristics of 
an aquifer (Lapham and others, 1997). 

• Monitoring wells are observation wells that are 
installed specifically to assess the physical, chemi-
cal, and biological characteristics of the aquifer. 
Low-capacity portable pumps are commonly used 
for sampling, but monitoring wells can be equipped 
with a dedicated pump. 

Information about each site and well is compiled prior 
to and during reconnaissance visits, well installation, and 
subsequent data-collection activities. In the office, identify 
existing well sites in the GWSI and compile background infor-
mation for those wells. The field inventory, performed during 
reconnaissance visits, can then be completed to confirm well 
locations, construction details, and the suitability of wells with 
respect to study objectives.

2.3.1 Reconnaissance for Selection of a 
Groundwater-Monitoring Station

The field team critically evaluates candidate wells to 
determine whether they will yield samples that are representa-
tive of the environmental conditions targeted for study and 
data that will accomplish the project goals. Site reconnais-
sance is used to verify the location and condition of wells, 
evaluate site characteristics, determine whether adjustments 
to sampling plans are needed, and ensure efficiency for future 
field operations. Site reconnaissance also can be used to 
identify areas of groundwater recharge and discharge, test 
field equipment, test well-purging and sampling procedures, 
conduct aquifer tests, make preliminary field measurements, 
and conduct initial screening for target analytes.

• When selecting the location of any new or existing 
well, consider the following (modified from Lapham 
and others, 1997)—

• Confirm that the location conforms to the net-
work design of the study, with respect to areal and 
depth distribution.

• Document land-use/land-cover characteristics of 
the watershed with respect to study objectives and 
potential effects on groundwater. Consider the 

https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/SW/sw10.08_tidal_policy_memo-9-26-11-with_tracked_revisions.pdf
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effects of features such as landfills, waste-disposal or 
industrial sites, storage tanks, agriculture, discharge 
points, and potential seasonal applications of road 
salts, pesticides, fertilizers, or manure.

• Review subsurface geology and verify that the exist-
ing or newly developed well is within the desired 
geologic units.

• Evaluate the site for accessibility with respect 
to equipment needed for well installation and 
sample collection.

• Measure and record the water level in existing wells 
by using steel or electrical tape (see GWPD 1 and 
GWPD 3—Cunningham and Schalk, 2011). If the 
well does not have an access point for measuring 
water levels, note this fact in the station folder.

• Review seasonal water-level declines that could 
make the well unsuitable for use as a sampling site.

• Identify nearby wells that could affect the 
well hydraulics.

• Identify the permanent measuring point and other 
reference marks; establish them if necessary (see 
GWPD 3—Cunningham and Schalk, 2011). 

2.3.2 Reconnaissance for Selecting Existing 
Wells

Existing wells are typically appealing to project person-
nel, because they circumvent the cost of drilling new wells. 
Before selecting existing wells, however, determine whether 
they are in good condition and meet the objectives of the 
project.

• Consider the following when evaluating existing 
wells—

• Check that the well structure is intact:

• Check depth to bottom and compare it to the 
original construction information. A decrease in 
depth can indicate that the well screen or casing 
is filling with loose material, breached, or col-
lapsing (Lapham and others, 1997). If a problem 
is suspected, borehole caliper or downhole 
camera logs can be used to identify the affected 
depth interval(s).

• Check for hydraulic connection between the 
well and aquifer. A rough check is performed 
by removing one casing volume of water (avoid 
drawing water from below the top of the screened 
interval) and recording the time for the water level 
to recover its original position. A long recovery 
time may indicate a poor hydraulic connection, 

possibly due to plugging or deterioration of a 
well. When practical, confirm that the connec-
tion between the well screen and the aquifer(s) is 
sound by using aquifer slug tests, depth-to-bottom 
measurements, borehole caliper tests, downhole 
video logs, and so forth. This may be prohibitive 
in wells with existing pumps, at which a single 
well pump test may suffice.

• Check that the yield of water is adequate for 
sampling; typically, a minimum of 0.25 gallons 
(approximately 1 liter) per minute is adequate. 
Run the pump and monitor drawdown to deter-
mine if the well has sufficient yield to avoid 
excessive drawdown and expose the pump or the 
well screen. Monitoring wells many need to be 
redeveloped before sampling.

• The surface seal of an existing USGS monitor-
ing well should be intact and the well should 
be capped. A concrete pad should surround the 
well and should be repaired if it is cracked or 
separated from the outer casing. A tight-fitting 
well cap should include a small ventilation hole 
for an above-grade finished well, and a lock to 
avoid vandalism. For a below-grade (flushmount) 
finished well, the cap needs to be water tight to 
prevent drainage of water from the surface into 
the well.

• When possible, verify the depths to the top and 
bottom of screened intervals and that the lengths 
of the screened or open intervals are appropriate 
for the study objectives.

• Review available records such as drillers’ logs and 
results of previous sample analyses to verify that 
wells meet study objectives. Identify hydrogeologic 
units, and include the depth and thickness of the 
aquifers that contribute water to the well.

• Confirm that well-construction materials are compat-
ible with target analytes and will not leach or sorb 
them. The pump, casing materials, and tubing should 
not affect the concentrations of target analytes. If 
packers are used, their materials must be compat-
ible with target analytes. Freshly glued polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) fittings, rusting or punctured casing, 
a poor surface seal, and so forth, may contribute to 
sample contamination.

• Ideally, each well has only one screened (or open) 
interval, but packers can be used to isolate the depth 
interval of interest. Be aware that packers might not 
completely isolate the zones of interest in unconsoli-
dated or highly fractured rock. 
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• Confirm that borehole or casing/screen diameter is 
adequate to accommodate the sampling equipment.

• Determine whether a portable pump or bailer will 
be required and, if so, what type and diameter are 
needed.

• If the well has a pump, determine—

• Whether it needs to be removed from the well 
before sampling, or whether it can be used for 
sampling. Obtain owner permission to remove 
the pump to minimize liability for damage to the 
pump or well.

• Whether the flow rate can be controlled, or 
whether a hose-and-valve system is needed.

• Whether there is oil floating on top of the water 
column (if the pump is oil-lubricated).

• Whether the well plumbing has an existing access 
point near the well head prior to holding tanks and 
treatment, and whether it is necessary to install a 
hose bib.

• Whether the well has a water-lubricated turbine 
pump rather than oil-lubricated turbine pump, as 
found in most modern supply wells.

• Avoid suction-lift, jet, or gas-contact pumps when 
collecting samples for determination of analytes that 
are volatile or otherwise are affected by pressure 
changes or exposure to oxygen/air.

• Identify the optimal pumping rate to ensure adequate 
purging of the well without entrainment of air due to 
excessive drawdown.

• If a well has a holding tank or chemical-treatment 
system, determine whether there is an access point 
for the raw water before it enters the tank or system. 
If downhole treatment is used, verify that it can be 
turned off prior to sampling.

• Verify that the top of the screened (or open) interval 
is several feet below the typical annual lowest water 
level, to reduce the chance of the well becoming dry 
and to avoid sampling water from above the satu-
rated zone.

• Verify that the filter pack is of a reasonable length 
relative to (not too much longer than) the screened 
(or open) interval, to avoid sampling water from 
outside the depth interval of interest.

• Determine the type of equipment and sample-
collection methods that will be needed to sample 
each well. Note any potential difficulties that may be 
anticipated with the intended equipment. Modify the 
sampling plan if necessary.

• Decide where to store or route purge water away 
from the well to prevent muddy or slippery condi-
tions, erosion near the well head, and damage to the 
property to which you were granted access. If purge 
water is contaminated, plan for proper disposal.

3.0 Preparation for Water-Quality 
Record Keeping

Field personnel, project managers, and database 
managers are responsible for establishing and maintain-
ing electronic and (or) paper data records and ensuring their 
accuracy and completeness. Planning for data management 
starts before water-quality samples are collected. All origi-
nal records of data and supporting documents are required 
to be reviewed and archived so that the information is in an 
acceptable format for public record and is available for future 
access (USGS Manual, chapter 502.8—U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2017b; Water Resources Division Memorandum 
92.59—U.S. Geological Survey, 1992). Accordingly, project 
work plans must include time and resources to work, review, 
and publish data. Record keeping for water-quality data 
includes establishing and verifying site information in GWSI, 
SIMS, and station folders, entering sample information and 
field data in NWIS, and verifying and archiving data and 
metadata according to the project data-management plan. This 
section provides an overview of preparation to collect and 
manage water-quality data. This section is targeted to USGS 
policies and procedures for water-quality data collection.

All original records of data and supporting documents are 
required to be reviewed and archived so that the informa-
tion is in an acceptable format for public record and is 
available for future access.

Original records are defined as those data, metadata, 
and other information that are initially recorded in the field 
or laboratory. Hubbard (1992) provided clear descriptions of 
most forms of raw data to be preserved, including data from 
automated monitoring, field notes, equipment logs, labora-
tory analyses, and quality assurance. Regardless of whether 
the original records are paper or electronic, they must be 
archived and meet disposition requirements and schedules as 
specified in USGS Manual  Records Disposition Schedules 
(U.S. Geological Survey, 2018b) and Office of Water Qual-
ity Policy Memorandum 2016.09 (U.S. Geological Survey, 
2016b). It is critical to the reliability of USGS water-quality 
data and metadata that records are preserved as collected or 
received according to specified schedules of disposition.

Data that are collected and (or) analyzed by partner 
agencies (in total or in part) and stored in NWIS are referred to 
as “furnished records.” All furnished records that are entered 
into NWIS must be comparable in accuracy and collection 

https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/policy/wrdpolicy92.059.html
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/schedule/index.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw2016.09.pdf
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protocols to data collected by the USGS, must be quality 
assured by the USGS to ensure their accuracy, must be identi-
fied as furnished records with the identity of the agency that 
furnished them (“Collecting Agency” in the Sample Header 
information, and (or) “Analyzing Agency” in the Sample 
Result information), and must contribute useful information 
about the water resources of the Nation (Office of Water 
Quality Policy Memorandum 2016.08—U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2016c).

Planning for data management begins before water-quality 
samples are collected. Project work plans must include 
time and resources to review and publish data.

3.1 National Water Information System (NWIS) 
Files

All water-resources data produced through USGS WMA 
activities, including monitoring, investigations, and research, 
and that fit the formatting requirements of NWIS should be 
stored in NWIS (USGS Office of Water Quality Technical 
Memorandum 2008.05—U.S. Geological Survey, 2008a). 
Basic information on utilizing NWIS for processing water-
quality data is presented in this chapter of the NFM, and 
more detailed documentation is provided in the USGS NWIS 
Water-Quality User’s Manual (accessed September 11, 2017, 
at http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/qw/QW.user.book.html, 
internal USGS access only).

Station information for surface-water and groundwater 
sites is stored in the GWSI database in NWIS and is geograph-
ically referenced to individual SITEFILE records. SITEFILE 
records store information on location and site characteristics 
for each USGS monitoring station. Results of discrete (non-
continuous) chemical analyses are stored in the QWDATA 
subsystem of NWIS. QWDATA contains records for water-
quality samples with results of field measurements, such as 
discrete water-level and physical field parameters, laboratory 
analytical results, and metadata associated with each sample. 
Each sample record in QWDATA is referenced to a unique 
SITEFILE record in GWSI. Records of continuous water-level 
and water-quality data are stored in the NWIS Time Series 
(NWIS-TS) system and also are referenced to unique SITE-
FILE records.

All water-resources data produced through USGS WMA 
activities, including monitoring, investigations, and 
research, and that fit the formatting requirements of 
NWIS should be stored in NWIS.

Water-quality data that are entered into NWIS are initially 
coded as provisional and are uploaded regularly to NWISWeb 
(https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis), which is the public portal to 
NWIS water-resources data. Provisional is a temporary status 
for data that must be reviewed and updated in a timely manner 

to a status of either approved and publicly available, or inter-
nal only (USGS Manual, chapter 502.4—U.S. Geological Sur-
vey, 2016a). The process of Continuous Records Processing 
(CRP) is used to manage continuous water-quality data. Time-
lines for record approval for continuous records are affected 
by the complexity and logistics of each time-series data type 
at each water-quality monitoring station and are assigned a 
category with a specified timeframe for CRP (Office of Water 
Quality Technical Memorandum 2017.02—U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2017a). Workflow and policies for CRP using Aquar-
ius software and the NWIS Time Series (NWIS-TS) database 
are provided in Office of Water Quality Technical Memoran-
dum 2017.07 (U.S. Geological Survey, 2017d).

Review and approval of discrete water-quality data is 
subject to the timing of receipt of analytical results from 
laboratories, but should be completed on a regular schedule. 
Once discrete data are reviewed and approved, Data-Quality 
Indicator (DQI) codes must be reset to indicate that the data 
are reviewed and no longer provisional.

The timeframe for review and approval of all water-qual-
ity records is documented in a project data-management plan. 
Access to data that need further review beyond the time limits 
for CRP and data approval should be restricted, such that those 
data are not publicly available. 

3.1.1 Establishing a New Site in NWIS
Field personnel are responsible for providing the neces-

sary information to establish SITEFILE records for each new 
sampling site and verifying that existing site information is 
correct. Updates to the SITEFILE should be made promptly. 
New sites are established prior to fieldwork or immediately 
following field reconnaissance. The minimum information 
required for establishing SITEFILE records in GWSI and 
sample records in QWDATA is summarized for surface 
water (table 1–2) and groundwater (table 1–3). Individual 
studies and USGS WSC offices may have additional data-
storage requirements.

A USGS site schedule, form 9–1904–A (appendix A) 
must be completed in order to establish a new site in NWIS. 
The site-schedule form can be produced from the USGS field 
computer application Management and Population of Sites 
(MAPS). Form 9–1904–A is submitted to the local WSC 
surface-water or groundwater specialist, who will assign 
a unique site-identification number and official name, and 
then to the local WSC NWIS database administrator (DBA), 
who will create a new SITEFILE in GWSI. Numbering for 
surface-water sites usually follows USGS protocols, by which 
a unique downstream order number is assigned to each sta-
tion. Identification numbers for groundwater sites (and some 
surface-water stations) have a 15-digit latitude/longitude 
format ending with a 2-digit sequence number. All new site 
entries must be reviewed by the local WSC discipline special-
ists and NWIS DBAs to avoid duplicating station numbers or 
assigning incorrect downstream order numbers. If a station 
is established outside the jurisdiction of the WSC conducting 

https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw2016.08.pdf
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw08.05.html
http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/qw/QW.user.book.html
https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw2017.02.pdf
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/SW/sw17.10.pdf
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the study, then the SITEFILE should be established with 
the WSC that has oversight for that location. Consult the 
data-management plan for your WSC for specific and more 
detailed guidance.

If the new station will be monitored for continuous-
record data that will be transmitted to NWIS, the NWIS DBA 
will set up the web display in NWIS-TS once the SITEFILE 
record has been created. Additional information, such as 
instrument types, logging intervals, and so forth, will be 
needed for the website. Reserve time at the beginning of the 
project to meet with the WSC specialists and DBAs and estab-
lish station information in NWIS.

In order to establish a new USGS station (surface-water 
and groundwater stations), accurate latitude and longitude 
must be determined to locate the station on a topographic map. 
GPS is the preferred method for determining coordinates for 
latitude/longitude. 

Reserve time at the beginning of the project to meet 
with the WSC specialists and DBAs and establish station 
information in NWIS.

3.1.2 Documentation of an Existing SITEFILE in 
NWIS

For existing USGS stations, project personnel retrieve 
and review all available information for the station in 
NWIS and any paper files that may be archived at the 
WSC. This information is then verified during field visits. 
SITEFILES in NWIS are updated with current and newly 
available information.

Table 1–2. Minimum information required for electronic storage of a surface-water SITEFILE record in the GWSI, and surface-water-
quality data in QWDATA of the USGS NWIS.

[USGS, U.S. Geological Survey; NWIS, National Water Information System; GWSI, Groundwater Site Inventory database; QWDATA, Quality of Water 
database]

Required information for creation of a surface-water site record in the GWSI1

Data description
Component (C) number for entry 

into the GWSI2 Examples of data entry2

Agency code C4 USGS

Site-identification number (using upstream/downstream 
order) C1 11530500

Station name C12 Klamath River near Klamath, CA

Latitude (dddmmss.s) C9 413040.2

Longitude (dddmmss.s) C10 1235842.7

Latitude/longitude accuracy C11 S (seconds)

Latitude/longitude method C35 G (GPS)

Latitude/longitude datum C36 NAVD 88

Time zone C813 PST

Daylight Saving Time flag C814 Y (Yes)

Country C41 US

State C7 06 (California)

County C8 015 (Del Norte)

District (Water Science Center/user) C6 06 (California)

Agency use of site C803 A (Active)

Site type C802 ST (Stream)

Data reliability C3 C (field checked)
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Table 1–2. Minimum information required for electronic storage of a surface-water SITEFILE record in the GWSI, and surface-water-
quality data in QWDATA of the USGS NWIS.—Continued

[USGS, U.S. Geological Survey; NWIS, National Water Information System; GWSI, Groundwater Site Inventory database; QWDATA, Quality of Water 
database]

Required and recommended information for storage of quality of surface-water data in QWDATA3

Data description Alphanumeric parameter code3 Example of data entry3

Agency code AGNCY USGS

Station number STAID 11530500

Begin date (YYYYMMDD) BDATE 20150909

Begin time (24-hour clock time, HHMM) BTIME 1530

End date (YYYYMMDD) EDATE Applicable only for composite sample

End time (24-hour clock time, HHMM) ETIME Applicable only for composite sample

Time datum TMDTM PDT

Station medium MEDIM WS (surface water)

Sample type STYPE 9 (regular)

Project code PRJCT DNT00

Hydrologic event EVENT 9 (routine sample)

Hydrologic condition HSTAT 9 (stable stage)

Analysis status ASTAT U (unrestricted)

Type of quality-control sample collected 99111 10 (blank)

Sampling method 82398 10 (equal-width increment)

Sampler type 84164 3051 (US DH-95 Teflon bottle)

Instantaneous discharge 00061 In cubic feet per second
1Modified from Groundwater Site Inventory Schedule, Form 9–1904–A (accessed September 11, 2017, at http://nwis.usgs.gov/forms/gwforms.html, internal 

USGS access only).
2Additional values for components and attributes for NWIS SITEFILE entry can be found at http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/gw/gwcoding_Sect2-1.pdf 

(accessed September 11, 2017, internal USGS access only).
3Additional codes for QWDATA sample-data entry can be found at http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/qw/QW-AppxA.pdf (accessed September 11, 2017, 

internal USGS access only).

http://nwis.usgs.gov/forms/gwforms.html
http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/gw/gwcoding_Sect2-1.pdf
http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/qw/QW-AppxA.pdf
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Table 1–3. Minimum information required for electronic storage of a surface-water SITEFILE record in the GWSI, and surface-water-
quality data in QWDATA of the USGS NWIS.

[Modified from GWSI Schedule, Form 9–1904–A; USGS, U.S. Geological Survey; NWIS, National Water Information System; GWSI, Groundwater Site 
Inventory; QWDATA, Quality of Water database]

Required information for creation of a groundwater site record in the GWSI1

Data description
Component (C) number for entry into 

the GWSI2 Example of data entry2

Agency code C4 USGS

Site-identification number (latitude/longitude/sequence 
number) C1 394224075340501

Station name C12 KE Be 61

Latitude (dddmmss.s) C9 394224.2

Longitude (dddmmss.s) C10 0753405.5

Latitude/longitude accuracy C11 S (seconds)

Latitude/longitude method C35 G (GPS)

Latitude/longitude datum C36 NAVD 88

Time zone C813 EST

Daylight Saving Time flag C814 Y (Yes)

Country C41 US

State C7 10 (Delaware)

County C8 003 (Sussex)

District (Water Science Center/user) C6 24 (Maryland)

Agency use of site C803 A (Active)

Site type C802 WG (well)

Data reliability C3 C (field checked)

Primary use of site C23 O (observation)

Required and recommended information for storage of quality of groundwater data in QWDATA3

Data description Alphanumeric parameter code3 Example of data entry3

Agency code AGNCY USGS

Site-identification number STAID 394224075340501

Begin date (YYYYMMDD) BDATE 20150909

Begin time (24-hour clock time, HHMM) BTIME 1530

End date (YYYYMMDD) EDATE Applicable only for composite sample

End time (24-hour clock time, HHMM) ETIME Applicable only for composite sample

Time datum TMDTM EST

Station medium code MEDIM WG (groundwater)

Sample type code STYPE 9 (regular)

Project code PRJCT DNT00

Hydrologic event EVENT X (not applicable)

Hydrologic condition HSTAT X (not applicable)
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Table 1–3. Minimum information required for electronic storage of a surface-water SITEFILE record in the GWSI, and surface-water-
quality data in QWDATA of the USGS NWIS.—Continued

[Modified from GWSI Schedule, Form 9–1904–A; USGS, U.S. Geological Survey; NWIS, National Water Information System; GWSI, Groundwater Site 
Inventory; QWDATA, Quality of Water database]

Required and recommended information for storage of quality of groundwater data in QWDATA3—Continued

Data description Alphanumeric parameter code3 Example of data entry3

Type of quality-control sample collected 99111 30 (Replicate)

Depth to water level 72019 In feet below land surface

Sampling depth 00003 In feet

Flow rate 00059 In gallons per minute

Sampling method 82398 4030 (Suction pump)

Sampler type 84164 4030 (Suction pump)
1Modified from Groundwater Site Inventory Schedule, Form 9–1904–A (accessed September 11, 2017, at http://nwis.usgs.gov/forms/gwforms.html, internal 

USGS access only).
2Additional values for components and attributes for GWSI SITEFILE entry can be found at http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/gw/gwcoding_Sect2-1.pdf 

(accessed September 11, 2017, internal USGS access only).
3Additional codes for QWDATA sample-data entry can be found at http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/qw/QW-AppxA.pdf (accessed September 11, 2017, 

internal USGS access only).

3.2 Site Information Management System 
(SIMS)

The USGS SIMS 
is a storage framework 
for supporting informa-
tion and metadata for 
USGS monitoring sta-
tions. The SIMS appli-
cation is capable of 
storing station descrip-
tions, manuscripts, 
annual station analyses, 
real-time data-collection platform (DCP) information, site-
hazard analyses (SHA), traffic-control plans, photographs, and 
site-cooperator agreements. SIMS is integrated with NWIS 
and NWISWeb to provide manuscript and water-year sum-
maries on the web. SIMS also is linked to the records man-
agement system (RMS) to provide tools for CRP. SIMS can 
be accessed at http://sims.water.usgs.gov/SIMS/ (accessed 
September 11, 2017, internal USGS access only). It is strongly 
recommended that all continuous USGS monitoring stations 
be entered in SIMS and RMS with current information.

3.3 Forms for Field Notes, Analytical Services, 
and Chain of Custody

Standard field forms for collecting water-quality data 
are available at https://water.usgs.gov/usgs/owq/Forms.html 
(accessed September 11, 2017, internal USGS access only). 
These forms are customizable for individual project needs, and 

provide a good checklist for all of the information that should 
be recorded on each field trip. Analytical service request forms 
(ASRs) are specific for each laboratory and provide a useful 
checklist for information that the laboratory will need to com-
plete its analyses. The USGS National Water-Quality Labora-
tory (NWQL) requires the use of the latest version of their 
ASR (USGS Office of Water Quality Technical Memorandum 
2015.02—U.S. Geological Survey, 2015). If chain-of-custody 
(COC) forms will be required for a project, review laboratory 
COC procedures and prepare the appropriate COC forms that 
will be needed.

3.3.1 Personal Computer Field Form (PCFF)
The PCFF is a Windows-based software package devel-

oped by the USGS to record and upload water-quality sample 
data electronically to QWDATA in USGS NWIS (internal 
USGS access only). PCFF is configured with project-specific 
coding information that is organized into tables for efficient 
and accurate data entry in the field. Before going to the 
field to collect water-quality samples, configure PCFF with 
project-specific information: site-identification numbers and 
station names; account numbers; laboratory schedules to 
request; preferred parameter and method 
codes; meter serial numbers; and lot 
numbers for calibration standards, 
microbiological media, reference solu-
tions, sample preservatives, and filters. 
USGS-approved algorithms allow for 
automated computation of alkalinity, 
microbiology, and other parameters 
once required fields are populated. The 

https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis
http://sims.water.usgs.gov/SIMS/
https://water.usgs.gov/usgs/owq/Forms.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw2015.02.pdf
http://nwis.usgs.gov/forms/gwforms.html
http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/gw/gwcoding_Sect2-1.pdf
http://nwis.usgs.gov/nwisdocs5_2/qw/QW-AppxA.pdf
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software can generate all required field and ASR forms, and 
batch output files that can be loaded automatically or manually 
into QWDATA. Advantages of PCFF include time savings, 
fewer transcription errors with one-time data entry, and elec-
tronic archiving of water-quality records.

4.0 The Project Work Plan
The field-trip itinerary should be planned and coordinated 

with the project team in advance of fieldwork. The project 
work plan outlines routine field-trip and data-handling proce-
dures, policies, maintenance, and safety practices. Expecta-
tions for completion of data collection and processing are 
clearly defined and communicated to the entire project team.

Project work plans are required by USGS Fundamen-
tal Science Practices (USGS Manual, chapter 502.2—U.S. 
Geological Survey, 2011). They are part of the careful plan-
ning to document procedures and define data-quality require-
ments necessary to achieve the goals of the project. The 
data-quality requirements determine the appropriate sampling 
design for collection of data that are representative of the 
aquatic system being studied, analytical requirements such 
as reporting limits and precision, and the types and numbers 
of environmental and quality-control samples to be collected. 
The project work plan should be reviewed and approved by 
the WSC water-quality specialist and the project supervisor. 
A subset of the project work plan is a set of written stan-
dard operating procedures (SOPs) that are referred to during 
field activities.

“The project work plan documents the timeline for the 
study, lists the discrete tasks that need to be completed to 
accomplish the objectives, and describes the relationship 
of discrete tasks to one another and the methods to be 
used (how they can be explained and defended, including 
exploring differences in performance, comparability of 
results, and so on). A project work plan also documents the 
budget and staffing for the study, anticipated or planned 
information products (including the recommended review 
and approval process for these products), and the process 
for managing and archiving scientific records.” 
—Fundamental Science Practices (USGS Manual, 
chapter 502.2—U.S. Geological Survey, 2011)

Among the many components of a USGS project work 
plan are (1) scope and timeline with budget; (2) SOPs for all 
planned data-collection activities and technical methods that 
will be implemented; (3) QAP to assess and document the 
quality of the data; (4) Data-Management Plan for collection, 
review, and approval of the data products; and (5) plans for 
analyzing and publishing the data. The timeline should include 
major project elements with timing for availability of staff and 
equipment needs, and milestones to review progress and make 

timely course corrections during the study. The project budget 
must include adequate salary and resources allocated to com-
plete all steps. All elements of the work plan are shared with 
the entire project team so that everyone is working toward 
common goals.

4.1 Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

Standard operating procedures or SOPs are a required 
element of the project work plan under Fundamental Science 
Practices (USGS Manual, chapter 502.2—U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2011). SOPs provide detailed instructions for the 
methods and approaches that the field team will use to conduct 
the technical elements of the project.

• Project SOPs include—

• Detailed methods for collecting and processing 
water-quality samples and making field measure-
ments. The USGS NFM provides many standard 
methods that can be referenced in the project SOPs.

• Instructions for locations, frequency, and types of 
samples to be collected.

• Lists of the laboratories and analytical tests that will 
be used.

• Instructions for all procedures that will be conducted 
by field staff. If samples will be shipped to labo-
ratories, the SOP provides instructions for sample 
processing and shipping.

• Safety instructions for each procedure in the form of 
a Job Hazard Analysis.

4.2 Quality-Assurance Plan (QAP)

A quality-assurance plan (QAP) provides the design for 
quality assurance (QA) and quality-control (QC) sampling 
to document bias and variability in environmental data. The 
QAP provides a means to continually maintain and document 
data quality throughout the entirety of the project. Each WSC 
is required to have a QAP for water-quality activities in the 
center, and projects are encouraged to develop a QAP that 
specifically addresses individual project needs (Office of Water 
Quality Technical Memorandum 2014.02—U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2014a). The project QAP can reference the WSC QAP 
for all standard protocols; any QA/QC activities that are not 
covered by or vary from the WSC QAP must be adequately 
covered in a project QAP. A project-specific QAP may be 
required for certain projects or cooperators.

• The project quality-assurance plan includes—

• Determination of the QC-sample types, the 
frequency of QC-sample collection, their intended 
purpose over the life of the project, and a plan for 

https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/502-2.html
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/502-2.html
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/502-2.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw2014.02.pdf
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reviewing QC results. Types of quality-control 
samples include blanks, replicates, spikes, and 
standard reference materials.

• Blanks are samples prepared from certified target-
analyte-free water that is intended to be free of 
measurable concentrations of the constituents that 
will be determined. Blanks are prepared following 
the same steps and procedures of environmental 
sample collection and (or) analysis and are used to 
estimate bias in the data during these procedures. 
Blanks are an essential part of all water-quality 
data-collection activities. Blanks should be col-
lected before the onset of environmental sampling 
to identify potential bias issues early in the proj-
ect, and then on a regular schedule during field 
sampling. Blanks can be collected to answer topi-
cal questions and isolate bias issues for individual 
pieces of equipment and steps in sample process-
ing, or they can encompass the entire sampling 
and analysis process (Mueller and others, 2015). 
Water that is used for blanks must be matched to 
the analytes being measured and have a verified 
analysis to ensure that it does not itself bias the 
analysis. USGS One Stop2 provides inorganic-free 
blank water (IBW) for analysis for major ions, 
nutrients, and trace metals, organic-free pesticide-
grade blank water (OBW) that is certified for 
analysis for pesticides and other trace organic 
compounds, and volatile pesticide-grade blank 
water (VBW) that is OBW that has been purged 
with pure nitrogen and certified for analysis for 
trace volatile organic compounds.

• Replicates of environmental samples are collected 
to estimate natural variability in the aquatic 
system as well as variability in sample collec-
tion, sample processing, and chemical analysis. 
Replicates are important for quantifying the 
precision of measurements of environmental 
water quality.

• Other types of QC samples such as spikes and 
standard reference materials should be consid-
ered to evaluate issues such as matrix effects 
in the analyses and recovery efficiencies of 
analytical methods.

• Laboratories that are proposed for the analysis of 
water-quality samples must be evaluated to ensure 
adequate data quality. All laboratories, including the 
USGS NWQL, must be evaluated to confirm that the 

2Equipment and supplies that are tested and quality assured are avail-
able to USGS field studies from the National Field Supply Service (NFSS) 
and the Hydrologic Instrumentation Facility (HIF), and are sold through 
the USGS One Stop ordering system (accessed September 11, 2017, at 
https://1stop.usgs.gov/, internal USGS access only).

analyses provided will meet the data-quality objec-
tives of the project. USGS project personnel must 
complete the USGS Laboratory Evaluation Program 
(LEP) process for each laboratory used (Office of 
Water Quality Technical Memorandum 2014.01—
U.S. Geological Survey, 2014c).

Mueller and others (2015) provided comprehensive 
guidance for collecting and interpreting QC data. USGS 
Fundamental Science Practices state that USGS data are 
to be collected by using methods that are documented to 
describe the processes used and the QA procedures applied 
(USGS Manual, chapter 502.2, Fundamental Science 
Practices—U.S. Geological Survey, 2011).

USGS Fundamental Science Practices state that USGS 
data are to be collected by using methods that are 
documented to describe the processes used and the quality-
assurance procedures applied. 
—Fundamental Science Practices (USGS Manual, chapter 
502.2—U.S. Geological Survey, 2011)

4.3 Project Data-Management Plan

The work plan for every USGS data-collection project 
must include planning and resources for data manage-
ment. Project data-management plans are required by USGS 
Fundamental Science Practices (USGS Manual, chapter 
502.6—U.S. Geological Survey, 2017c). A data-management 
plan describes standards and intended actions for acquiring, 
processing, analyzing, preserving, publishing/sharing, describ-
ing, managing the quality of, backing up, and securing the data 
holdings. The USGS provides support for data-management 
planning at https://www.usgs.gov/datamanagement/plan.php 
(accessed June 9, 2018). The data-management plan, like 
the work plan, is required by USGS Fundamental Science 
Practices and should be updated at key milestones during the 
research and monitoring phases of a project to reflect changes 
in the project activities and objectives. USGS projects should 
review and approve water-quality records on a schedule that 
is as short as practicable after data have been entered into 
NWIS (see Office of Water Quality Technical Memorandum 
2012.03—U.S. Geological Survey, 2012; and Water Resources 
Division Policy Memorandum 2010.02—U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2010a).

“The USGS must provide the best data of known quality to 
the public as soon after collection as possible.” 
—Office of Water Quality Technical Memorandum 2012.03 
(U.S. Geological Survey, 2012)

https://1stop.usgs.gov/
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw2014.01.pdf
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/502-2.html
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/502-2.html
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/500/502-6.html
https://www.usgs.gov/datamanagement/plan.php
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw12.03.pdf
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/policy/wrdpolicy10.02.html
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw12.03.pdf
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5.0 Final Preparation for Field 
Sampling

Field personnel must assure that all necessary supplies 
and resources are prepared before fieldwork commences. 
Review all requirements for water-quality sampling and data 
quality and complete detailed field-trip preparations prior 
to sample collection. This process includes checking that 
equipment is in good working order and available during the 
time period for the planned fieldwork, that all reagents and 
standards are available and fresh (not beyond their expira-
tion date), and that all the necessary forms and information 
are assembled. The physical and chemical limitations of 

each piece of equipment should be reviewed with respect to 
data-collection objectives and data-quality requirements. The 
operational range of the sampling equipment to be used should 
be verified and tested, ahead of time if possible. Electronic 
versions of water-quality field forms can be downloaded 
at https://water.usgs.gov/usgs/owq/Forms.html (accessed 
September 11, 2017, internal USGS access only). Some of the 
steps to consider for final preparations for fieldwork follow 
(table 1–4):

Review all requirements for water-quality sampling and 
data quality and complete detailed field-trip preparations 
prior to sample collection.

Table 1–4. Checklist for preparation to conduct field sampling.

[USDA, U.S. Department of Agriculture; PCFF, personal computing field form]

Project readiness

Project calendar and 
general planning

• Review project work plan

• Prepare calendar of planned field trips with sampling dates, members of field team(s), equipment and 
vehicle(s), and types of samples to be collected.

• Prepare sampling log with planned environmental and quality-control samples.

Safety equipment and 
information

(see Section 5.1)

• Review the Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) for each procedure and the station hazard analysis (SHA) for each site 
(see example in table 1–5).

• Prepare traffic safety plan (see example in figure 1–1).

• Ensure that all field personnel have completed required safety training.

• Check field vehicle for maintenance and safety equipment.

• Secure all necessary safety equipment: gloves, eyewear, personal flotation devices, traffic cones, and so forth.

• Assemble emergency contact information in vehicles and station folders. Give copies to supervisor in case of 
emergency.

Training
• Ensure field personnel are current with training requirements associated with data-collection activities in the 

field and laboratory.

• Plan to have at least one experienced and trained field person on the field team at all times.

Contacts
• Provide trip details and call-in information to supervisor.

• Share contact information for each member with the whole project team.
Site preparation

Permissions for site 
access • Place copies of permission forms in field vehicle(s); store original with project files.

Creating or updating 
station folders • Document all information and logistics for sites and sampling (tables 1–6 and 1–7).

Travel arrangements

• Assemble maps.

• Print hotel tax-exempt forms.

• Determine where to buy ice, sample-shipping locations, hardware stores, and so forth.

https://water.usgs.gov/usgs/owq/Forms.html
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Table 1–4. Checklist for preparation to conduct field sampling.—Continued

[USDA, U.S. Department of Agriculture; PCFF, personal computing field form]

Equipment and supplies

Equipment needs

• Prepare checklists of equipment and supplies for each field site.

• Create a list of items to be ordered.

• Verify that all equipment is tested and working to specifications.

• Check batteries, including a load test for 12-volt lead/acid batteries.

• Bring spare batteries.

• Calibrate meters and multiparameter sondes prior to sample trip to test correct operation and function.

Field vehicle

• Ensure vehicle maintenance is up to date. Check wiper fluid, coolant, fuel, tire pressure, battery, lights, and so 
forth.

• Ensure safety equipment is in good condition in vehicle, including—first aid kit, fire extinguisher, traffic cones 
and flags, and emergency contact information.

• Ensure all equipment is safely secured in vehicles.

• Have traffic-control plans (paper copy or electronic version) available for each site.

Supplies and consum-
ables

• Assemble supplies—gloves, sample bottles, filters, plastic storage bags, standards, blank water, preservatives, 
spike kits, and so forth.

• Assemble supplies for cleaning in the field—washing solution, tap rinse, deionized water (DIW).

• Check expiration dates of consumables.

• Create a list of supplies to be ordered.

• Print copies of Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for all chemicals needed for fieldwork.

• Assemble coolers with ice, plastic trash bags for liners, and return shipping labels.
Sampling preparation

Sampling forms

• Prepare field forms, analytical services requests (ASRs, Office of Water Quality Technical Memorandum 
2015.02—U.S. Geological Survey, 2015), chain-of-custody forms (if needed), and USDA restricted soils forms 
(if needed). Some of the information on these forms can be filled in before the field trip.

• Bring all of the information needed for coding on field forms—project account numbers, medium codes, ana-
lytical schedules and lab codes, bottle types, preservation requirements, and shipping instructions. Verify that 
all of this information is correct.

• Populate PCFF with project information.

• Prepare shipping labels and return labels for shipping containers.

• Prepare paperwork for quality-control samples.

Bottle sets
• Prepare a bottle set for each sample with all of the bottles needed for planned laboratory schedules. Store each 

bottle set in a clean zip-top resealable plastic bag that will be used to ship the sample.

• Prepare bottle labels with site information, sample types, medium codes, and so forth.

5.1 Safety Preparedness

Potential safety hazards are unique to each site, each 
project, and every procedure. Preparation for potential hazards 
is critical for safe and successful completion of sampling 
objectives. Safety and health policy and training requirements 
for USGS employees are provided in the USGS “Occupational 
Safety and Health Program Requirements Handbook” (USGS 
Manual, chapter SM 445–2–H—U.S. Geological Survey, 

variously dated) and the USGS handbook, “Safety and Health 
for Field Operations” (U.S. Geological Survey, 2014b). USGS 
has a strong training program, with special guidance for 
people who are exposed to hazards in the field. Each WSC has 
a written plan regarding health and safety that covers USGS 
employees who may encounter hazards while conducting 
field and lab work. USGS employees are required to complete 
assigned safety training prior to conducting their work. 

https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/handbook/hb/445-3-h.pdf
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/handbook/hb/445-3-h.pdf
https://water.usgs.gov/admin/memo/QW/qw2015.02.pdf
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5.1.1 Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)
A JHA is a technique that focuses on job tasks as a means 

to identify hazards before they occur. Forms used to complete 
a JHA are provided in the USGS handbook “Safety and Health 
for Field Operations” (U.S. Geological Survey, 2014b). A 
JHA involves all employees on the project in reviewing the 
field and (or) laboratory procedures, identifying uncontrolled 
hazards and any historical accidents, and then eliminating or 
reducing the risks with corrective and preventive procedures.  
Periodically during the project, the project chief and supervi-
sor should revisit the JHA to verify that field personnel are 
following safety guidelines, identify new potential hazards, 
and make corrections where needed. The JHA can be created 
in SIMS.

A Job Hazard Analysis, or JHA, is a technique that focuses 
on job tasks as a means to identify hazards before they 
occur. 
—USGS Safety and Health for Field Operations handbook 
(U.S. Geological Survey, 2014b)

An example of a JHA for collecting water-quality 
samples in the field is provided below (table 1–5).

5.1.2 Site Hazard Analysis (SHA)
Traffic safety around the site must be documented care-

fully to ensure that all field personnel who visit the site are 
aware of hazards and understand the requirements for traffic 
navigation, safe parking, and sampling routines. An example 
of a traffic-control safety plan is shown in figure 1–1. The 
traffic-control safety plan should be stored in SIMS as well 
as printed and stored in the field vehicle and (or) gage house 
or otherwise electronically accessible to field staff conduct-
ing field activities. Other site hazards that should be docu-
mented may include guard dogs, wild animals, buried elec-
trical wiring, and railroad crossings. Be sure to carry cones 
and signs for parking, to comply with specific traffic-control 
safety plans. 

“Safety First!” is the motto for all USGS personnel 
involved in field activities.

Table 1–5. Example—Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) for water-quality measurements in the field.

[Modified from examples of JHAs on internal USGS web pages for water-resource safety; this JHA example is targeted to a particular project and station and 
would need to be modified for new applications; USGS, U.S. Geological Survey; QW, quality of water; ANSI, American National Standards Institute; PFD, 
personal flotation device]

Job
Hazard
Analysis

Job description:

Sampling for nutrients 
at QW-monitoring
stations

PAGE 1 of 1

Organization:________U.S. Geological Survey______________
Location:_________________________________________                       

New:________________  Revised:____________________________
Employee/operator:

All employees
Supervisor:_______________________________________________
Analysis by:_______________________________________________
Certified by:______________________________________________
Date:____________________________________________________

Activity Potential accidents/hazards Recommended safe job procedures and protective equipment

1. Loading and 
unloading 
equipment

Pinching fingers, back strain
• Stay alert; be aware of hand placement.

• Use caution lifting heavy equipment. Use proper lifting techniques and lift with 
legs.1

2. Driving to and 
returning from 
the work site

Traffic accidents, being 
stranded in remote areas

• Obey all traffic signs and laws.

• Stay alert for hazardous driving conditions.

• Ensure someone knows where you are going and where you will be staying if an 
overnight trip is expected.

• Implement an office call-in procedure every night to ensure someone knows 
everything is okay. Ensure someone will begin rescue efforts if the required call is 
not received. 

• Complete required driver-safety training.

https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/handbook/hb/445-3-h.pdf
https://www2.usgs.gov/usgs-manual/handbook/hb/445-3-h.pdf
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Table 1–5. Example—Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) for water-quality measurements in the field.—Continued

[Modified from examples of JHAs on internal USGS web pages for water-resource safety; this JHA example is targeted to a particular project and station and 
would need to be modified for new applications; USGS, U.S. Geological Survey; QW, quality of water; ANSI, American National Standards Institute; PFD, 
personal flotation device]

3. Personal safety 
at a site

Exiting the vehicle in traffic

• Use hazard lights.

• Assess road-shoulder condition. Be aware of surroundings before exiting the 
vehicle.

• Wear ANSI 107 Class 2 or 3 high-visibility apparel (reflective vest) when working 
in or near roadway.

Potentially hostile land 
owners, biting dogs, and 
so forth

• Work in a buddy system with at least two persons on a field trip when safety issues 
are identified.

• Document areas that are off limits and avoid them.

• Obtain owner’s permission before entering private property.

High-flow conditions in 
streams

• Use a check-in/check-out system so that people in the office account for employ-
ees in the field.

• Wear PFD.

• Do not attempt to enter a stream when flow is beyond a designated safety thresh-
old.

4. Collecting and 
handling ground-
water samples 
from well

Infectious water-borne 
diseases

• Wear unpowdered nitrile gloves.

• Prevent water from contacting skin or splashing in face. Wear goggles if needed.

• Wash hands after sampling, and use hand sanitizer.

Chemical contaminants in 
water

• Wear unpowdered nitrile gloves.

• Prevent water from contacting skin.

• Work in well-ventilated area.
Breathing fumes from 

sample preservatives • Work in well-ventilated area.

Chemical burns from acids 
and other sample preser-
vatives

• Wear safety goggles.

• Wear unpowdered nitrile gloves.

• Secure chemicals for transportation.

• Carry portable eyewash.

5. Shipping 
samples

Freeze burns • Wear insulated gloves when handling dry ice.

Back strain
• Follow safe lifting techniques.1

• Use buddy system (two people) to lift bulky items.
1See "Safety and Health for Field Operations" handbook (U.S. Geological Survey, 2014b, p. 108–109) for National Institute for Occupational Safety and 

Health (NIOSH) recommendations for lifting.
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Arrow panel

Arrow panel support of trailer
(shown facing down)

Changeable message sign or support trailer

Channelizing devices

Crash cushion

Direction of temporary traffic detour

Direction of traffic

Flagger

High-level warning device
(flag tree)

Luminaire

Pavement markings that should be
removed for a long-term project

Sign (shown facing left)

Surveyor

Temporary barrier

Temporary barrier with warning lights

Traffic or pedestrian signal

Truck-mounted attenuator

Type III barricade

Warning lights

Work space

Work vehicle

Typical diagrams for work zones and meaning of symbols

SHOULDER
WORK

ROAD
WORK
AHEAD

NEXT
X MILES

NEXT
X km

(optional)

(optional) (optional)

Truck-mounted attenuator
(optional)

Figure 1–1. Example of a traffic-control safety plan. (Modified from U.S. Geological Survey, 2014b)
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5.1.3 Safety Training
Safety training, required for all USGS employees, 

provides the necessary knowledge and skills to perform poten-
tially hazardous work safely and effectively. Safety require-
ments and resources for training USGS personnel to safely 
conduct fieldwork are provided in chapter 14 of the USGS 
Manual handbook SM 445–2–H (U.S. Geological Survey, 
2008c) and the USGS Safety and Health Management web 
page (internal USGS access only). The WSC Safety Plan will 
have additional requirements that must be met before person-
nel are allowed to participate in field activities. USGS person-
nel should never perform field or laboratory work without 
completing all required safety and procedural training.

5.2 Station and Project Files

Station and project files are the comprehensive support-
ing information for field trips to USGS monitoring stations, 
including—station location and description with maps and 
photographs, historical background information on the site, 
NWIS site and data entries, guidance for monitoring and 
sampling at the site, and safety information including a site-
hazard analysis and traffic-control safety plan. Information 
for station and project files is stored in NWIS, SIMS, and 
electronic or paper project folders. Collectively, the station 
and project files for a USGS monitoring station are referred 
to as a “station folder.” Previous policies that required field 
folders or site files to be stored in paper format at field 
locations are superseded by Office of Water Quality Technical 
Memorandum 2016.09 (U.S. Geological Survey, 2016b) to 
accommodate electronic formats. Information that is needed 
for field monitoring of water quality is organized by station 
according to WSC and project data-management plans and 
must be available to trained USGS field personnel to locate 
sites and safely collect and process water samples. Some 
emergency information, such as hospital locations, contact 
information for local law enforcement, and project contacts, 
should still be kept in hardcopy in field vehicles. Tables 1–6 
and 1–7 list the information that should be considered for 
inclusion in station folders; these lists can be customized for 
individual data needs. Figure 1–2 (A and B) provides examples
of a site-location map and a sketch of a field site.

• To prepare location maps and site sketches—

1. Locate field sites on a USGS 7.5-minute 
topographic quadrangle map, an aerial photo-
graph, or other source such as a report map (see 
figure 1–2A, for example) or local development 
map. These maps are used to locate the sites 
during subsequent site visits.

2. Determine the latitude and longitude of each 
site to the nearest second by using a USGS 

 

7.5-minute latitude-longitude scale, a digitizer, 
or a GPS, and record the latitude and longitude 
accuracy as 1 second.

3. Prepare a detailed sketch of the site (see 
example in figure 1–2B). Orient the site on the 
sketch map relative to north by using a compass. 
The sketch map should contain enough detail so 
that the site can be found again by a person who 
has never visited it. Distances should be made in 
feet from permanent landmarks, such as build-
ings, bridges, culverts, road centerline, and road 
intersection. Include locations of measuring 
points at the site.

4. Retain all maps and sketches in the station 
folder for future reference.

 RULES OF THUMB: 
• Before starting fieldwork, make sure the SITEFILE is   
 established in NWIS. 
• After fieldwork, update NWIS promptly.
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Table 1–6. Information to be included in a station folder for surface-water-quality monitoring stations.

[Modified from U.S. Geological Survey, 2006b; SIMS, Site Information Management System; GWSI, Groundwater Site Inventory subsystem software within 
the USGS National Water Information system (NWIS)]

Site information

• Station description from SIMS.

• Copy of GWSI form 9–1904–A (appendix A) for each station.

• Location information with maps, directions to site, and site sketch map with reference marks and sampling points (see figure 1–2 [A 
and B] for examples).

• Datum corrections with record of correction and supporting data.

• Landowner and site-access instructions (for example, “call owner or site operator before arrival, obtain key to unlock security gate”). 
Copies of agreements for permission to access property and collect samples.

• Photographs of stream segment and vicinity.

• Location of nearest gaging station(s).

• Stream-access locations to measure flow and collect samples.

• Equipment installed at site including controls in the stream.

• Streamflow information—

• Discharge-rating curves or tables.

• Extremes for high- and low-flow conditions.

• Flow-duration curve.

• Cumulative-discharge curves and velocity cross sections at approximately 10-, 50-, and 90-percent duration.
Safety information

• Site Hazard Analysis (SHA) that has been approved for this site.

• Emergency contact information—study chief, supervisor, and nearest emergency facilities.

• Traffic-control safety plan showing where to park, placement of flags and cones.

• Specific hazards for this location.

• Location of power lines.
Water-quality-sampling information

• Standard operating procedures (SOPs) and quality-assurance plan (QAP) for the project.

• Sample logs with schedules to collect environmental and quality-control samples.

• Laboratory analysis schedules and associated coding information.

• Bottle types needed for each analytical schedule.

• Analytical services request (ASR) forms and example of a completed form or PCFF.

• Field forms with sections to cover each type of planned sample collection.

• Copies of past field forms, ASRs, and so forth.

• Sampling cross section guidance for equal-discharge increment (EDI) and equal-width increment (EWI) sample collection. Cumula-
tive-discharge curves at approximately 10-, 50-, and 90-percent duration.

• Equipment to use for sampling at all flow regimes.

• Instructions for sampling.

• Equipment logs.

• Mailing labels to and from laboratory.

• Location of nearest Post Office and other shipping agents.

• Historical water-quality information, including typical values for field parameters.

• Instructions for collecting and resetting an autosampler (if applicable).
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Table 1–7. Information to be included in a station folder or well file for groundwater-quality monitoring stations

[Modified from U.S. Geological Survey, 2006b; SIMS, Site Information Management System; GWSI, Groundwater Site Inventory subsystem software within 
the USGS National Water Information system (NWIS)]

Site information

• Station description from SIMS.

• Copy of GWSI form 9–1904–A (appendix A) for each station.

• Location information with maps, directions to site, and site sketch map with reference marks and sampling points (see figure 1-2 for 
examples).

• Datum corrections with record of correction and supporting data.

• Landowner and site-access instructions (for example, “call owner or site operator before arrival, obtain key to unlock security gate”). 
Copies of agreements for permission to access property and collect samples.

• Photographs of well and vicinity, with reference marks identified.

• Equipment installed at site.

• Well drilling and development information, including construction logs, lithologic and borehole geophysical logs, and well-leveling 
and surveying record.

• Well dimensions, including casing elevation and screened intervals.

• Location of measuring point in well and other reference marks.

• Aquifer-test results.
Safety information

• Site Hazard Analysis (SHA) that has been approved for this site.

• Emergency contact information—study chief, supervisor, and nearest emergency facilities.

• Traffic plan showing where to park and placement of flags and cones.

• Specific hazards for this location.

• Location of power lines.
Water-quality-sampling information

• Standard operating procedures (SOP) and quality-assurance plan (QAP) for the project.

• Sample logs with schedules to collect environmental and quality-control samples.

• Laboratory analysis schedules and associated coding information.

• Bottle types needed for each analytical schedule.

• Analytical services request (ASR) forms and example of a completed form or PCFF.

• Field forms with sections to cover each type of planned sample collection.

• Equipment and instructions for sampling.

• Pumping information such as pump type and operation.

• Location of access point for hose bib or intake for wells with existing pumps.

• Notes on holding tanks and treatment systems.

• Purge log with well-volume calculation and typical recovery rate, where to dispose of purge water, and so forth.

• Protocols for documenting stability in field parameters before sampling.

• Sampling history including past data for field measurements and purge volumes.

• Copies of past field forms, ASRs, and so forth.

• Equipment logs.

• Mailing labels to and from laboratory.

• Location of nearest Post Office and shipping agents.

• Historical water-quality information—past measurements of water levels and field parameters.
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Figure 1–2. Examples of maps to document site locations: A, 
site-location map for Rock Creek Park in Washington, D.C., and 
B, sketch of a well site.
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Figure 1–2. Examples of maps to document site locations: A, site-location map for Rock Creek Park in 
Washington, D.C., and B, sketch of a well site.—Continued
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Appendix A. Forms to Establish a New Site in the 
Groundwater Site Inventory (GWSI)

Figure 1–A.1. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new surface-
water site in the Groundwater Site Inventory (GWSI)

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new 
groundwater site in the Groundwater Site Inventory (GWSI)
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Coded by

FORM NO. 9-1904-A 
Revised March 2015, NWIS 5.2 

Checked by
Entered by

AGENCY
CODE (C4)

SITE ID
(C1)

STATION NAME (C12/900)

alluvial
fan,

playa,

month day year

stream
channel,

digital
rec-

order,

North American
Datum of 1927

North American
Datum of 1983

graphic
rec-

order

tele-
metry
land
line,

tele-
metry
radio,

tele-
metry

satellite,

crest-
stage
gage

tide
gage

stilling
well

deflec-
tion

meter,

bubble
gage,

CR type
recorder,

weigh-
ing
rain

gage,

tipping
bucket

rain
gage

acoustic
velocity
meter

electro-
magnetic
flowmeter

AHDAS,

depres-
sion,

dunes, flat, flood-
plain,

hill-
top,

sink-
hole,

lake or
swamp,

mangrove
swamp, 

off-
shore,

pedi-
ment,

hill-
side,

ter-
race,

undu-
lating,

valley
flat,

upland
draw

section township range merid1/4 1/4 1/4

DISTRICT (C6) STATE  (C7)

LAND NET (C13)

MAP NAME
(C14)

MAP
SCALE  (C15)

REMARKS (C806)

INSTRUMENTS (C805)
(Place a "Y' in the
appropriate box):

DRAINAGE
BASIN CODE
(C801)

NATIONAL
WATER-USE
(C39)

TOPO-
GRAPHIC
SETTING
(C19)

DATE
INVENTORIED
(C711)

HYDROLOGIC
UNIT CODE
(C20)

PROJECT
(C5)

File Code

Date

U.S. DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

WATER RESOURCES DIVISION

SURFACE-WATER SITE SCHEDULE

RTS

A B C D

NAD27 NAD83

E F G H K

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS
TIME FLAG (C814)
Y OR N

L M O P S T U V W

2

COUNTRY (C41)

STANDARD TIME
ZONE (C813)

DATA TYPE (C804)
Place an 'A' (active), an
'I' (inactive), or an 'O'
(inventory) in the
appropriate box

WL
cont,

WL
int,

QW
cont,

QW
int,

PR
cont,

PR
int,

EV
cont,

EV
int,

wind
vel.,

tide
cont,

tide
int,

sed.
con,

sed.
ps,

peak
flo,

low
flo,

state
water
use

DRAINAGE AREA
(C808)

CONTRIBUTING
DRAINAGE AREA
(C809)

LATITUDE
(C9)

LONGITUDE
(C10)

LAT/LONG
ACCURACY
(C11)

SITE
TYPE
(C802)

1

FOOTNOTES
1SITE TYPE

 (C802)
  
 
  

  
 

  
  

 
  

    GL Glacier 
WE  Wetland 
AT  Atmosphere 
ES  Estuary 
LA  Land 
LA-EX Excavation 
LA-OU Outcrop 
LA-SNK Sinkhole 
LA-SH Soil hole 

LA-SR Shore 

 
   

OC  Ocean 
OC-CO Coastal 
LK  Lake, Reservoir, Impoundment 
SP  Spring 
ST Stream 
ST-CA Canal 
ST-DCH Ditch  
ST-TS Tidal stream   

    

water
supply

domestic commer-
cial

industrial irrigation mining livestock power
hydro-
electric

waste
water

treatment

WS DO CO IN IR MI LV PH ST
remedia-

tion
thermo-
electric
power

aqua-
culture

RM TE AQ
 

2

 

   FA-LF  Landfill 

 

SPS  Septic System 
STS   Storm Sewer 
SEW  Wastewater Sewer  
WWD  Wastewater Disposal 
WTP Water-Supply Treatment Plant 
AGS  Aggregated Surface Water 

  
   

     

-
Primary Secondary

condi-
tional

proprie-
tary

local use
only

RECORD READY
FOR WEB (C32) C P LY

ready to
display

C39 is mandatory for all sites having data in SWUDS.
C36  Other (see manual for codes)
C22  Other (see manual for codes)

LAT/LONG
METHOD (C35)

 LAT/LONG 
 DATUM (C36)

ALTITUDE
(C16)

(partial list) --see GWSI User's Manual (http://wwwnwis.er.usgs.gov/currentdocs/gw/GW.user.book.html) for complete list

ALTITUDE
METHOD
(C17)

ALTITUDE
ACCURACY
(C18)

ALTITUDE
DATUM
(C22) National Geodetic

Vertical Datum of 1929
North American          

    Vertical Datum of 1988

NGVD29 NAVD88

AGENCY
USE (C803)

active
no/na

inactive
site

inventory
site

RA I OD
discon-
tinued

L M
active
written

active
oral

remediated

pressure
transducer

Degrees Minutes Seconds Degrees Minutes Seconds
Hndrth

sec.
tenth

sec.
half
sec.

sec. 3
sec.

10
sec.

5
sec.

min.

MF1
Unknown

5 RS T B C D EH U
SGPS.
Lvl 1

SGPS.
Lvl 2

SGPS.
Lvl 3

SGPS.  
Lvl 4

County  codeCOUNTY or TOWN (C8)
MCD Code

DGPS GPS LORAN map survey un-
known

D G L N UM R S
inter-

polated
digital map

reported

C
land
net

IfSAR

J
DGPSaltimeter Level map re -

ported
un-

known 

DA L R UM
DEMLiDAR

F
SGPS

I N W X Y Z
Lvl 1     Lvl 2      Lvl 3        Lvl 4

  GNSS1 GNSS2 GNSS3 GNSS4

Figure 1–A.1. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new surface-water site in the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI).
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SURFACE-WATER SITE DATA

2 - Surface-Water Site Data

anode, standby
emer.

supply,

drain, geo-
thermal,

seismic, heat
reservoir,

mine, obser-
vation,

oil or
gas,

recharge, repress-
surize,

test, unused with
drawal/
return,

with-
drawal,

waste, des-
troyed

USE OF
SITE
(C23)

SECOND-
ARY USE
OF SITE
(C301) (See
use of site)

TERTIARY
USE OF
SITE
(C302) (See
use of site)

A C D E G H M O P R S T U V W X Z

air
cond.,

bottling comm-
erical

de-
water

power, fire, domestic irri-
gation

industrial
(cooling),

mining, medi
cinal,

indust-
trial,

public
supply,

aqua-
culture,

recrea-
tions,

stock, instit-
tutional,

unused, desalin-
ation,

other

USE OF WATER
(C24) A B C D E F H I J K M N P Q R S T U Y Z

SECONDARY USE
OF WATER (C25)
(see use of water)

TERTIARY USE
OF WATER (C26)
(see use of water)

Beginning with NWIS 4.2, several tables were made accessible to surface-water sites.  Most of these tables relate to ground-water elements 
and will have limited applicability to surface-water sites. The tables of most common use for surface-water sites are listed below. Others that
are available but will be used rarely include CONS, LIFT, REPR, NETW, REMARKS, VISIT, GEOH, AQFR, HYDR, OBS, DISC, and COEFF.
See the Ground-Water User's Manual for more information on these tables.

MISCELLANEOUS OWNER DATA

O W N R

OWNER'S
NAME
(C161)

RECORD TYPE (C768) RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C718) DATE OF OWNERSHIP (C159) 

JONES, RALPH A.
JONES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

EXAMPLES:

month day year 

OWNER'S
PHONE
NUMBER
(C351)

ACCESS TO
OWNER'S
NAME
(C352)

0 21 3 4
Public
Access

Coop-
erator

USGS
Only

District
Only

Proprietary

OWNER'S ADDRESS
(LINE 1)
(C353)

OWNER'S ADDRESS
(LINE 2)
(C354)

OWNER'S CITY
NAME
(C355)

STATE (C356)  OWNER'S ZIP
CODE (C357)  

OWNER'S COUNTRY
NAME
(C358)

ACCESS TO OWNER'S
PHONE/ADDRESS
(C359)

0 21 3 4
Public
Access

Coop-
erator

USGS
Only

District
Only

Proprietary

MISCELLANEOUS OTHER ID DATA

O T I D RECORD SEQUENCE
NO. (C736) OTHER ID (C190)

ASSIGNER (C191)

RECORD TYPE (C770)

RECORD SEQUENCE
NO. (C736) OTHER ID (C190)

ASSIGNER (C191)

(2 sets shown)

WU OWNER
TYPE
(C350)

WSOTIN
Individual Water 

Supplier
Other

CP GV
Corporation

                        
Govern-

ment

MI
Military

TG
Tribal

END DATE OF OWNERSHIP (C374)
month day year

Figure 1–A.1. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new surface-water site in the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI).—Continued
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3 - Surface-Water Site Data

MISCELLANEOUS OTHER DATA

ZPMFZRDC

O T D TRECORD TYPE (C772)

OTHER DATA
TYPE (C181)

DATA FORMAT (C261)OTHER DATA LOCATION (C182)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C312)

Cooperator's
Office,

District
Office

Reporting
Agency

other files, published,machine
readable,

other

Figure 1–A.1. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new surface-water site in the Groundwater 
Site Inventory (GWSI).—Continued
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Coded by

FORM NO. 9-1904-A 
Revised March 2015, NWIS 5.2 

Checked by
Entered by

AGENCY
CODE (C4)

SITE ID
(C1)

STATION NAME (C12/900)

LATITUDE
(C9)

LONGITUDE
(C10)

LAT/LONG
ACCURACY
(C11)

LAT/LONG 
 DATUM (C36)

LAT/LONG
METHOD (C35)

alluvial 
fan 

active
no/na

inactive
site

inventory
site

playa

month day year

stream 
channel 

digital
rec-

order

graphic
rec-

order

tele-
metry
land
line

tele -
metry
radio

tele-
metry

satellite

crest-
stage
gage

tide
gage

stilling
well

deflec -
tion

meter

bubble
gage

CR type
recorder

weigh-
ing
rain

gage

tipping
bucket
rain
gage

acoustic
velocity
meter

electro-
magnetic
flowmeter

AHDAS

depres- 
sion 

dunes flat flood- 
plain 

hill- 
top 

sink- 
hole 

lake or 
swamp 

mangrove 
swamp 

off- 
shore 

pedi- 
ment 

hill- 
side 

ter- 
race 

undu- 
lating 

valley 
flat 

upland 
draw 

DGPS GPS LORAN map survey un-
known

section township range

County  code

merid1/4 1/4 1/4 

DISTRICT  (C6) STATE  (C7)

COUNTY or TOWN (C8)

LAND NET (C13) 

MAP NAME 
(C14) 

AGENCY
USE (C803)

MAP 
SCALE  (C15) 

REMARKS (C806)

FOOTNOTES

INSTRUMENTS (C805)
(Place a "Y' in the
appropriate box):

DRAINAGE 
BASIN CODE 
(C801) 

TOPO- 
GRAPHIC 
SETTING 
(C19) 

DATE
INVENTORIED
(C711)

SITE
TYPE
(C802)

ALTITUDE 
METHOD 
(C17) 

ALTITUDE
(C16)

ALTITUDE 
ACCURACY 
(C18) 

HYDROLOGIC 
UNIT CODE 
(C20) 

ALTITUDE 
DATUM 
(C22) 

PROJECT
(C5)

File Code

Date

U.S. DEPT    .. OF      THE INTERIOR
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

WATER RESOURCES DIVISION

GROUNDWATER SITE SCHEDULE
General Site Data

D G L N UM

R

TS 

A B C D E F G H K 

A I O

condi-
tional

proprie-
tary

local use
only

RECORD READY
FOR WEB (C32)

DAYLIGHT 
SAVINGS TIME 
FLAG (C814) 
Y OR N 

C P L

L M O P S T U V W 

1

  
    

1

COUNTRY (C41)

STANDARD TIME 
ZONE (C813) 

SITE TYPE
 (C802)

water
supply

domestic commer-
cial

industrial irrigation mining livestock power
hydro-
electric

waste
water

treatment

WS DO CO IN IR MI LV PH ST
remedia-

tion
thermo-
electric
power

aqua-
culture

RM TE AQ

R S
inter-

polated
digital map

reported

pressure
transducer

DATA TYPE (C804)
Place an 'A' (active), an
'I' (inactive), or an 'O'
(inventory) in the
appropriate box

WL
cont

WL
int

QW
cont

QW
int

PR
cont

PR
int

EV
cont

EV
int

wind
vel.

tide
cont

tide
int

sed.
con

sed.
ps

peak
flow

low
flow

state
water
use

C
land
net

C39 is mandatory for all sites having data in SWUDS. 

Y
ready to
display

GL Glacier
WE Wetland
AT Atmosphere
ES Estuary
LA Land
LA -EX Excavation
LA -OU Outcrop
LA -SNK Sinkhole
LA -SH Soil hole
LA -SR Shore

OC Ocean
OC -CO Coastal
LK Lake, Reservoir,

Impoundment
SP Spring
ST Stream
ST -CA Canal
ST -DCH Ditch
ST -TS Tidal strea m

GW Well
GW -CR Collector or Ranney type well

GW -IW Interconnected wells
GW -TH Test hole not completed as a well
GW -MW Multiple wells

GW -EX Extensometer well
GW -HZ Hyporheic -zone well

-
Primary Secondary

2

FA-WIW             Waste-Injection well

C36  Other (see manual for codes) 
C22  Other (see manual for codes) 

NATIONAL
WATER-USE
(C39)

2D
discon-
tinued

L M
active
written

active
oral

remediated

SB Subsurface
SB-CV Cave
SB-GWD- Groundwater drain
 SB-TSM Tunnel, shaft, or mine

Unsaturated zoneSB-UZ

North American North American          

NAD27 NAD83
Datum of 1927 Datum of 1983

  
    

R 

lysimeter neutron
probe

  air
sampler

piezome

MCD Code

Hndrth
sec.

tenth
sec.

half
sec.

sec. 3
sec.

10
sec.

5
sec.

min.

MF1
Unknown

5 RS T B C D EH U
SGPS.

Lvl 1

SGPS.
Lvl 2

SGPS.
Lvl 3

SGPS.  
Lvl 4

                                                                                                                                           National Geodetic 
Vertical Datum of 1929 

North American          
    Vertical Datum of 1988 

NGVD29 NAVD88 

f 

 
IfSAR

J
DGPSaltimeter Level map re -

ported
un-

known 

DA L R UM
DEMLiDAR

F
SGPS

I N W X Y Z
Lvl 1     Lvl 2      Lvl 3        Lvl 4

  GNSS1 GNSS2 GNSS3 GNSS4

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new groundwater site in the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI).
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anode standby
emer.
supply

drain geo-
thermal

seismic heat
reservoir

mine obser-
vation

oil or
gas

recharge repres-
surize

test unused with-
drawal/
return

with-
drawal

waste des-
troyed

USE OF
SITE
(C23)

SECOND-
ARY USE
OF SITE
(C301) (See
use of site)

TERTIARY
USE OF
SITE
(C302) (See
use of site)

SECOND-
ARY USE
OF WATER
(C25) (see use
 of water)

TERTIARY 
USE OF 
WATER 
(C26)
(see use of water)

A C D E G H M O P R S T U V W X Z

airline analog calibrated
airline

estimated pressure
gage

calibrated
press. gage

geophysi-
cal logs     eter

manom- non-rec.
gage

reported steel
tape

electric
tape

calibrated
elec. tape

  other

METHOD OF WATER-LEVEL
MEASUREMENT(C239) A B C G H L M N R S T V     W     X Z

SITE STATUS
FOR WATER
LEVEL (C238)

air-rotary bored or
augered

cable
tool

dug hydraulic
rotary

jetted air per-
cussion

reverse
rotary

trenching driven drive wash other

METHOD OF
CONSTRUCTION (C65)

A B C D H J P R T V W Z

air
cond.

bottling comm-
ercial

de-
water

power fire domes-
tic

irri-
gation

indus-
trial

(cooling)

mining medi-
cinal

indus-
trial

public
supply

aqua-
culture

recrea-
tions

stock insti-
tutional

unused desalin-
ation

other

USE OF 
WATER
(C24)

A B C D E F H I J K M N P Q R S T U Y Z

2 - Groundwater Site Schedule

field
checked

poor
location

minimal
data

un-
checked

DATA RELIABILITY (C3) C L M U

bentonite clay cement
grout

none other

TYPE OF
SEAL
(C67)

B C G N Z

unconfined
single

unconfined
multiple

confined
single

confined
multiple

mixed

AQUIFER
TYPE
(C713)

U N C M X

porous
concrete

gravel
w/perf.

gravel
screen

horiz.
gallery

open
end

perf or
slotted

screen sand
point

walled open
hole

other

TYPE OF
FINISH (C66) C F G H O P S T W X Z

other
gov't

driller geol-
ogist

logs memory owner other
reported

reporting
agency

other

SOURCE
OF DEPTH
DATA (C29)

A D G L M O R S Z

air-lift
pump

bailed compres-
sed air

jetted none pumped surged other

A B C J N P S Z

chem-
icals

dry ice explo-
sives

defloc-
culent

hydro-
frac-
turing

mech-
anical

other
C D E F H M Z

SOURCE OF DATA 
(C64)

NAME OF CONTRACTOR
(C63)

SOURCE OF WATER-LEVEL 
DATA (C244) A

C O N S

D G L M O R S Z

month day year
DATE OF FIRST CONSTRUCTION (C21)

month day year

DATE WATER LEVEL MEASURED (C235)

month day year

PRIMARY
AQUIFER (C714)

HOURS OF DEVELOPMENT (C70)

BOTTOM OF SEAL (C68) METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT (C69) 

SPECIAL TREATMENT  (C71) 

RECORD TYPE (C754) RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C723)

WATER LEVEL 
(C237/241/242)

TIME (C709)

HOLE
DEPTH
(C27)

WELL
DEPTH
(C28)

GENERAL SITE DATA

WATER-LEVEL DATA

CONSTRUCTION DATA

other
gov't

driller's
log

geol-
ogist

memory owner other
reported

reporting
agency

other

DATE OF COMPLETED
CONSTRUCTION (C60)

other
gov't

driller geol-
ogist

logs memory owner other
reported

reporting
agency

other

A D G L M O R S Z

PERSON MAKING
MEASUREMENT (C246)
(WATER LEVEL PARTY)

MEASURING AGENCY (C247)
(SOURCE)

Y C P LRECORD READY FOR 
WEB (C858)

WATER LEVEL
ACCURACY (C276) 0 1 2 9

F
trans-
ducer

foot tenth hun-
dredth

not to
nearest

foot

WATER LEVEL
DATUM (C245)
(Mandatory if WL type=S)

NGVD29          NAVD88                           
National Geodetic

Vertical Datum 0f 1929
North American

Vertical Datum 0f 1988 Other (See manual for codes)

NATIONAL
AQUIFER (C715)

O
observed

geophysi-
cal logs

S
sonic

condi-
tional

proprie-
tary

local use
only

ready to
display

EQUIP ID (C249)
(20 char)            ________________________________________________

REMARKS (C267)
(256 char)            ______________________________________________________________________________________

                          ______________________________________________________________________________________

D
differ-
ential
GPS

E

WATER LEVEL TYPE 
CODE (C243) L  M  S

    land
    surface

  meas.
  pt.

   vertical
   datum

TIME DATUM (C402)

MP SEQUENCE NO. (C248)
(Mandatory if WL type=M)

TIME DATUM 
RELIABILITY (C269) E  K  T

    esti-
    mated

  known
  

   trans-
   ferred

 calibrated  uncali-
     elec.        brated 

      cable     elec. cable

dry recently
flowing

flowing nearby
flowing

nearby
recently
flowing

injector
site

injector
site

monitor

measure-
ment

discontinued

aquifer
contact

lost

obstruc-
tion

pumping recently
pumped

nearby
pumping

nearby
recently
pumped

foreign
sub-

stance

well
des-

troyed

affected by
surface
water

other

D E F G H I J      K       L NM O P R S T V W X ZA B
atmos.

pressure
tide

stage

C
ice cascading

water
    brackish

  saline

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new groundwater site in the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI).—Continued
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CONSTRUCTION HOLE DATA (3 sets shown)

CONSTRUCTION CASING DATA (4 sets shown)

FOOTNOTE:

4

4

4

4

C S N G

Groundwater Site Schedule - 3

B C D      G   H I M P R S T U W Z

RECORD TYPE (C756)

RECORD TYPE (C758)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C724)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C724)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C725)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C724)

CASING MATERIAL (C80)

CASING MATERIAL (C80)

CASING MATERIAL (C80)

CASING MATERIAL 
CODES

CASING THICKNESS (C81)

CASING THICKNESS (C81)

CASING THICKNESS (C81)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
INTERVAL (C74)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
INTERVAL (C73)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
CASING (C77)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
CASING (C77)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
CASING (C77)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
CASING (C78)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
CASING (C78)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
CASING (C78)

DIAMETER OF 
INTERVAL (C75)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
INTERVAL (C74)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
INTERVAL (C73)

DIAMETER OF 
INTERVAL (C75)

DIAMETER OF 
CASING (C79)

DIAMETER OF 
CASING (C79)

DIAMETER OF 
CASING (C79)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
INTERVAL (C74)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
INTERVAL (C73)

DIAMETER OF 
INTERVAL (C75)

SEQUENCE NO. OF PARENT RECORD (C59)

SEQUENCE NO. OF PARENT RECORD (C59)

brick concrete copper galv.
 iron

wrought
iron

other
metal

PVC or
plastic

rock or
stone

  steel tile coated
steel

wood other
mat.

A
abs

E
PTFE

F
     Fiber- 
      glass

Fiber-
glass
plastic

J
  Fiber-
glass
epoxy

K
PVC

 thread-
ed

L
    glass

N
PVC
glued

   Q
    FEP

V
stain-
less
steel

X   Y
steel

carbon
     steel

     galva-
    nized

4 6 

stain-
less
304

stain-
less
316

H O L E

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C725) SEQUENCE NO. OF PARENT RECORD (C59)

SEQUENCE NO. OF PARENT RECORD (C59)RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C725)

4 CASING MATERIAL (C80) CASING THICKNESS (C81)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
CASING (C77)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
CASING (C78)

DIAMETER OF 
CASING (C79)

SEQUENCE NO. OF PARENT RECORD (C59)RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C725)

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new groundwater site in the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI).—Continued
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CONSTRUCTION OPENINGS DATA (3 sets shown)

FOOTNOTES:

CONSTRUCTION MEASURING POINT DATA

5

5

5

5

6

6

O P E N

M P N T

B C G I M P R S T Z

F L M P R S T W X Z

4 - Groundwater Site Schedule

RECORD TYPE (C760) RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C726)

LENGTH OF OPENING
(C89)

TYPE OF OPENING
(C85)

6 TYPE OF OPENING
(C85)

6 TYPE OF OPENING
(C85)

LENGTH OF OPENING
(C89)

LENGTH OF OPENING
(C89)

RECORD
TYPE
(C766)

RECORD
SEQUENCE
NO. (C728)

BEGINING
DATE
(C321)

month day year

M.P. REMARKS (C324)

M.P. HEIGHT (C323)

ENDING
DATE
(C322)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C726)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C726)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
INTERVAL (C84)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
INTERVAL (C83)

DIAMETER OF 
INTERVAL (C87)

MATERIAL TYPE (C86)

MATERIAL TYPE (C86)

MATERIAL TYPE (C86)

TYPE OF MATERIAL CODES FOR
OPEN SECTIONS

TYPE OF OPENINGS CODES

WIDTH OF OPENING
(C88)

WIDTH OF OPENING
(C88)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
INTERVAL (C84)

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF
INTERVAL (C84)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
INTERVAL (C83)

DEPTH TO TOP OF
INTERVAL (C83)

DIAMETER OF 
INTERVAL (C87)

WIDTH OF OPENING
(C88)

DIAMETER OF 
INTERVAL (C87)

SEQUENCE NO. OF PARENT RECORD (C59)

brass
 or

bronze

concrete PTFE other
metal

PVC stain-
less
steel

steel tile other

fractured
rock

louvered or
shutter-type

mesh
 screen

perforated,
porous or

slotted

wire-
wound
screen

screen
(unk.)

sand
point

screen

walled or
shored

open
hole

other

A
ABS

D E F H J K L N Q V W X Y 4 6
ceramic fiber-

glass
 galv. 
iron

fiber-
glass
plastic

wrought
iron

fiber-
glass
epoxy

PVC 
thread-

ed

glass PVC 
glued

FEP brick mem-
brane

steel
carbon

steel
galva-
nized

stain-
less
304

stain-
less
316

ALTITUDE OF
MEASURING
POINT (C325)

ALTITUDE 
ACCURACY
(C327)

ALTITUDE 
METHOD
(C326)

ALTITUDE 
DATUM
(C328)

Y C P LRECORD READY FOR 
WEB (C857)

condi-
tional

proprie-
tary

local use
only

ready to
display

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new groundwater site in the Groundwater Site 
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CONSTRUCTION LIFT DATA

MISCELLANEOUS OWNER DATA

A B

D E G H L N W Z

C J P R S T U Z

O W N R

L I F T

Groundwater Site Schedule - 5

RECORD TYPE
(C752)

OWNER'S
NAME
(C161)

RECORD TYPE (C768)

RECORD SEQUENCE
NO. (C254)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C718)

TYPE OF 
POWER (C45)

POWER COMPANY ACCOUNT
NUMBER (C51)

PUMP
INTAKE
DEPTH (C44)

DATE
RECORDED
(C38)

MANUFACTURER
(C48)

HORSE-
POWER
RATING
 (C46)

ADDITIONAL LIFT
 (C255)

PUMP RATING (C53)
(million gallons/units of fuel)

RATED PUMP CAPACITY
(gpm) (C268)

DATE OF OWNERSHIP (C159)

JONES, RALPH A.
JONES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

EXAMPLES:

POWER COMPANY (C50)

POWER METER
NUMBER (C52)

PERSON OR COMPANY
MAINTAINING PUMP (C54)

HORSEPOWER OF STANDBY POWER SOURCE (C57)

STANDBY POWER (C56)
(see TYPE OF POWER)

SERIAL NO.
(C49)

TYPE OF LIFT
(C43)

diesel electric gaso-
line

hand LP gas natural
gas

windmill other

centri-
fugal

bucketair jet piston rotary submer-
sible

turbine un-
known

other

month day year

WU OWNER
TYPE
(C350)

WSOTIN
Individual Water 

Supplier
Other

OWNER'S
PHONE
NUMBER
(C351)

ACCESS TO
OWNER'S
NAME
(C352)

0 21 3 4
P ublic

Access
C oop-
erator

US G S
Only

District
Only

P roprietary

OWNER'S ADDRESS
(LINE 1)
(C353)

OWNER'S ADDRESS
(LINE 2)
(C354)

OWNER'S CITY
NAME
(C355)

STATE (C356)  OWNER'S ZIP
CODE (C357)  

OWNER'S COUNTRY
NAME
(C358)

ACCESS TO OWNER'S
PHONE/ADDRESS
(C359)

0 21 3 4
P ublic

Access
C oop-
erator

US G S
Only

District
Only

P roprietary

MISCELLANEOUS VISIT DATA

V I S T DATE OF VISIT (C187)RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C737)RECORD TYPE (C774)

NAME OF PERSON (C188)

month day year

CP GV
Corporation

                        
Govern-

ment

END DATE OF OWNERSHIP (C374)

X
no lift

S
  solar

MI
Military

TG
Tribal

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new groundwater site in the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI).—Continued
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MISCELLANEOUS LOGS DATA (3 sets shown)

L O G S

A GD L M O R S Z

6 - Groundwater Site Schedule

other
gov't

driller geol-
ogist

logs memory owner other
reported

reporting
agency

other

RECORD TYPE (C778) RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C739)

ENDING
DEPTH
(C201)

SOURCE OF
DATA
(C202)

BEGINNING
DEPTH
(C200)

MISCELLANEOUS OTHER DATA

ZPMFZRDC

O T D TRECORD TYPE (C772)

OTHER DATA
TYPE (C181)

DATA FORMAT (C261)OTHER DATA LOCATION (C182)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C312)

Cooperator's
Office,

District
Office

Reporting
Agency

other files, published,machine
readable,

other

TYPE OF LOG (C199)

ZPMF
DATA FORMAT (C225)

files publishedmachine
readable

other

OTHER DATA
LOCATION  (C226)

L O G S

A GD L M O R S Z
other
gov't

driller geol-
ogist

logs memory owner other
reported

reporting
agency

other

RECORD TYPE (C778) RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C739)

ENDING
DEPTH
(C201)

SOURCE OF
DATA
(C202)

BEGINNING
DEPTH
(C200)

TYPE OF LOG (C199)

ZPMF
DATA FORMAT (C225)

files publishedmachine
readable

other

OTHER DATA
LOCATION  (C226)

L O G S

A GD L M O R S Z
other
gov't

driller geol-
ogist

logs memory owner other
reported

reporting
agency

other

RECORD TYPE (C778) RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C739)

ENDING
DEPTH
(C201)

SOURCE OF
DATA
(C202)

BEGINNING
DEPTH
(C200)

TYPE OF LOG (C199)

ZPMF
DATA FORMAT (C225)

files publishedmachine
readable

other

OTHER DATA
LOCATION  (C226)

ACOUSTIC LOG:
AS Sonic
AV Acoustic velocity
AW Acoustic waveform
AT Acoustic televiewer

CALIPER LOG:
CP Caliper
CS Caliper, single arm
CT Caliper, three arm
CM Caliper, multi arm
CA Caliper, acoustic

DRILLING LOG:
DT Drilling time
DR Drillers
DG Geologists
DC Core

ELECTRIC LOG:
EE Electric
ER Single-point resistance
EP Spontaneous potential
EL Long-normal resistivity
ES Short-normal resistivity
EF Focused resistivity
ET Lateral resistivity
EN Microresistivity
EC Microresistivity, forused
EO Microresistivity, lateral
ED Dipmeter

FLUID LOG:
FC Fluid conductivity
FR Fluid resistivity
FT Fluid temperature
FF Fluid differential temperature
FV Fluid velocity
FS Spinner flowmeter
FH Heat-pulse flowmeter
FE Electromagnetic flowmeter
FD Doppler flowmeter
FA Radioactive tracer
FY Dye tracer
FB Brine tracer

NUCLEAR LOG:
NG Gamma
NS Spectral gamma
NA Gamma-gamma
NN Neutron
NT Neutron activitation
NM Neuclear magnetic
       resonance

OPTICAL LOG:
OV Video
OF Fisheye video
OS Sidewall video
OT Optical televiewer

COMBINATION LOG:
ZF Gamma, fluid
      resistivity, temperature
ZI  Gamma, electromagnetic
      induction
ZR Long/short normal
      resistivity
ZT  Fluid resistivity,
      temperature
ZM Electromagnetic flowmeter,
      fluid resistivity,
      temperature
ZN Long/short normal
      resistivity, spontaneous
      potential
ZP Single-point resistance,
     spontaneous potential
ZE Gamma, long/short
      normal resistivity,
      spontaneous potential,
      single-point resistance,
      fluid resitivity,
      temperature

OTHER LOG:
OR Other

ELECTROMAGNETIC LOG:
MM Magnetic log
MS Magnetic susceptibiity log
MI Electromagnetic induction log
MD Electromagnetic dual induction log
MR Radar reflection image log
MV Radar direct-wave velocity log
MA Radar direct-wave amplitude log

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG:
WC Casing collar
WD Borehold deviation

MISCELLANEOUS OTHER ID DATA

O T I D RECORD SEQUENCE
NO. (C736) OTHER ID (C190)

ASSIGNER (C191)

RECORD TYPE (C770)

RECORD SEQUENCE
NO. (C736) OTHER ID (C190)

ASSIGNER (C191)

(2 sets shown)

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new groundwater site in the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI).—Continued
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MISCELLANEOUS NETWORK DATA (3 types shown)

MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS DATA (4 types shown)

Subsequent entries may be used to continue the remark.  Miscellaneous remarks field is limited to 256 characters.

FOOTNOTES:

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

A B C D E F G H I J LK M N P Z

A B C D F I M O Q S Z 2 3 4W 5 X

1 32 4

C ME U Z

Q W

W L

W D

N E T W

N E T W

N E T W

R M K S

Groundwater Site Schedule - 7

RECORD TYPE
(C780)

RECORD TYPE
(C780)

RECORD SEQUENCE
NO. (C730)

RECORD SEQUENCE
NO. (C730)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C311) DATE OF REMARK (C184)

TYPE OF 
NETWORK
(C706)

TYPE OF 
NETWORK
(C706)

water
level

water
quality

pumpage
or with-
drawals

BEGINING
YEAR (C115)

ENDING
YEAR (C116)

BEGINING
YEAR (C115)

ENDING
YEAR (C116)

RECORD TYPE
(C780)

RECORD TYPE
(C788)

REMARKS (C185)

RECORD SEQUENCE
NO. (C730)

TYPE OF 
NETWORK
(C706)

METHOD OF
COLLECTION
(C133)

BEGINING
YEAR (C115)

ENDING
YEAR (C116)

TYPE OF 
ANALYSIS
(C120)

SOURCE
AGENCY (C117)

SOURCE
AGENCY (C117)

FREQUENCY OF
COLLECTION (C118)

FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION
CODES

NETWORK SITE CODES

FREQUENCY OF
COLLECTION (C118)

FREQUENCY OF
COLLECTION (C118)

ANALYZING
AGENCY (C307)

PRIMARY
NETWORK
SITE (C257)

PRIMARY
NETWORK
SITE (C257)

PRIMARY
NETWORK
SITE (C257)

SECONDARY
NETWORK
SITE (C708)

SECONDARY
NETWORK
SITE (C708)

SECONDARY
NETWORK SITE (C708)

SOURCE
AGENCY (C117)

month day year

physical
proper-

ties

common
ions

trace
elements

pesti-
cides

calcu-
lated

esti-
mated

meter-
ed

un-
known

national,

annually bi
monthly

continu-
ously

daily semi-
monthly

inter
mittent

monthly one-time
only

quarter-
ly

semi-
annually

weekly other bi-
annually

every 3
years

every 4
years

every 5
years

every 10
years

district, project, co-
operator,

other

nutri-
ents

sanitary
analysis

codes
D&B

codes
B&E

codes
B&C

codes
B&F

codes
D&E

codes
C,D&E

all or 
most

codes
B&C&
radio-
active

codes
B,C&A

other

R M K S RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C311) DATE OF REMARK (C184)
RECORD TYPE
(C788)

REMARKS (C185)
month day year

Subsequent entries may be used to continue the remark.  Miscellaneous remarks field is limited to 256 characters.

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new groundwater site in the Groundwater Site 
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SITE LOCATION SKETCH AND DIRECTIONS

GEOHYDROLOGIC AQUIFER DATA

GEOHYDROLOGIC DATA

DISCHARGE DATA

G E O H

A Q F R

A D G L M O R S Z

A

A B C D E F M O P R T U V W Z

A B C E G H L M N R TS

SP N U

V Z

D G L M O R S Z

8 - Groundwater Site Schedule

airline recorder calibrated
airline

esti-
mated

pressure
gage

calibrated
press. gage

geophysi-
cal logs

mano-
meter

non-rec.
gage

reported steel
tape

electric
tape

calibrated
elec. tape

other

other
gov't

acoustic
meter

bailer current
meter

Doppler
meter

estimated flume totaling
meter

orifice pitot-tube reported trajectory venturi
meter

volumetric
meas

weir other

driller geologist logs memory owner other
reported

reporting
agency

principal
aquifer

secondary
aquifer

no
contrib-

ution

unknown

other

other
gov't

driller geologist logs memory owner other
reported

reporting
agency

other

RECORD
TYPE (C748)

RECORD TYPE (C750)

RECORD
SEQUENCE N0.
(C721)

DEPTH TO
TOP OF UNIT
(C91)

DEPTH TO
BOTTOM OF
UNIT (C92)

LITHOLOGY
(C96)

CONTRIBUTING 
   UNIT (C304)

CONTRIBUTION (C132)

UNIT
IDENTIFIER (C93)

LITHOLOGIC MODIFIER (C97)

Township

month day year

month day year

DATE (C95)

Section #

Range

PUMPING PERIOD (C157)
SPECIFIC
CAPACITY (C272)

DATE DISCHARGE
MEASURED (C148)

TYPE OF
DISCHARGE
(C703)

DISCHARGE (gpm)
(C150)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C147)

RECORD SEQUENCE NO. (C742) SEQUENCE NO. OF PARENT RECORD (C256)

ACCURACY OF 
DISCHARGE
MEASUREMENT (C310)

SOURCE OF DATA (C155)

PRODUCTION WATER LEVEL (C153) STATIC WATER LEVEL (C154)

STATIC WATER LEVEL (C126)

METHOD OF
DISCHARGE
MEASUREMENT
(C152)

METHOD OF WATER-LEVEL
MEASUREMENT (C156)

DRAWDOWN
(C309)

SOURCE OF DATA (C151)

excellent
(LT 2%),

good
(2%-5%)

fair
(5%-8%)

poor
(GT 8%)

E G F P

X
unknown

OD
observed

F
trans-
ducer

differ-
ential 
GP

Q
   aggregate 

      of lithologic 
units

P F
pumped flow

P
acoustic

pulse

Figure 1–A.2. Form 9–1904–A—U.S. Geological Survey schedule for establishing a new groundwater site in the Groundwater Site 
Inventory (GWSI).—Continued
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